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FLORAL DESIGNS A SPECIALTY

The
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FLORIST 16 School St. Tel. 120
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ROCKLAND. MAINE
ConseAzatories—Camden, Maine. Telephone 135-2.
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COMMUNITY BANKING
It is to your interest to be friendly
with your neighbor and to participate
in the business of the community in
which you reside.
It is to your advantage to do business
in your home town, thereby increas
ing the importance and value of your
neighborhood.

The Security Trust Company
ROCKLAND, MAINE
would like to have every citizen a
DEPOSITOR

Branches:
ORGANIZED 1903

Camden, Vinalhaven, Warren, Union

ARE YOU

PROPERLY PAID

For the Time You Spend at the Wash Tub?
In a great many homes housewives have discovered that they have
been doing their family washing at a loss. They find in many cases
that sending out the washing is costly.
We are making a special price on FAMILY FINISHED WASH
ING for the winter. Tell uq what you are paying for your washing all
ironed and ready to use. Get our price and see if it is not more reason
able. We iron everything—starch when necessary—do all the Shirts
and Collars our modern way with modern machinery. Clothes done,
our way have a better finish, wear longer, cost you less. We want to
prove it to you. Send your washing this week; have it all finished—!
if it isn’t as good or better than you have been having it done, there will
be no charge (we mean just that)'no charge if not as good or better1
than your wash-woman is doing it and at a better price.

Everything back but the dirt—sweet and white.
WE KNOW HOW

TEL. 650-R

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY
578 MAIN STREET.

Established 1914

ROCKLAND, MAINE

IN BUSINESS OVER SEVEN YEARS
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TUESDAY,

THURSDAY AND

CRIE’S PROPOSITION

THREE TIMES A WEEK

Get Busy and Make a Noise,
Says Cael—Why Not Pro
tection For Lobster Indus

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

CUT FLOWERS
FLOWERING PLANTS
PALMS

•

The Courier-Gazette
ALL THE HOME NEW8

—AND OTHER-

•

Subscription 13.00 per year payable In
rascs; alngle copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
very reasonable.
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Cotnmunicat.one upon topics of general Inter Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
est are solicited.
In a recent issue of your paper, H.
Entered at tbe poetoffles in KocklanS for cir
culation at second-class postal rates.
Publiahed every Tueeday, Thursday end Sat n. Crie, director of fisheries, had an
urday morning, from 400 Main Street, lock- Interesting communication concern
land, Maine.
ing the lobster industry in general, and
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
more particularly as regards the pres
The Rockland Gazette was established in
1340. In 1874 tbe Courier was established, ent an dprospective prices paid the
and consolidated with tbe Gazette in 1882.
The Tree Press was established in 1855, and lobsterman. He claims that the im
In 1801 changed its name to tbe Tribune.
portation of large
numbers of
These papers consolidated March 17. 1807.
Canadian
lobsters
floods
our !
ro markets and reduces the prices of
Anticipation leads tlie way to vie- -•- our home product. He also advocates
-•- tory, and is the spur to conquest..— ♦ and urges as a remedy the imposition
♦
Chamfort.
—• of a "stiff tax” on those brought in
•e«*■
k8*e**e-*v--e*-e*•**•**•-*•**•**•-•••-•-10 from Canada. His treatment of the
subject is a good one, and will un
doubtedly meet with the approbation
• ••♦••••••••
of the lobster catchers.
This whole subject of the protection
THIS TIME LAST YEAR
of American industries by means of a
tariff or import duty is a very broad
Shipbuilding operations at the
and very complicated one. It is an
Cobb yard were discontinued
old. old controversy with much said,
with tbe launching of the fourand to be said, on both sides, and in
masted schoner Josephine A. Mcall probability will never be settled to
Questen, 1665 gross tons. The
the satisfaction of all concerned. This
vessel was built for Lewis K.
article has nothing to say as to the
Thurlow of Boston and chris
merits or demerits of either side of
tened by Mrs. Frank McQuesten.
the question. However, if it is right
The Veteran Firemen’s Assoc
iation elected Henry W. French
—if it is fair and square, and just, that
treasurer in place of W. J. Sul
one or more of our industries should
livan resigned.
be thus protected, It is right, it is fair
News was received of the death
and square, and just, that all of them
of Mayor Henhy F. Perry in Palo
should be. If the farmer, the manu
Alto, Calif. He was a native of
facturer, and other producers are to
•South Thomaston.
benefit by this sort of legislation, then
it is no more than fair that the lob
sterman should benefit likewise.
Now, the Republican party has al
All next week Arthur Lamb will ways stood, and now stands, for a high
clean and press ladies’ and gents’ protective tariff.
The Republican
suits for ?1- Telephone C9J, Kockland. party is now in power in all branches
—adv.
of the government. Now is the time
for them to make good. Now is the
time to strike. The lobster business
of Maine is one of her most Important
industries; its. value is computed in
White Street, near Llmeroek
nillions of dollars.
Furthermore,
Rev. A. E Scott, Rector
when election day arrives, Maine can
34 High Street Telephone 46-1
generally be relied upon to roll up a
If this telephone is not answered call 56-M
substantial
Republican
majority.
First Sunday in Advent. Nov. 27th, Holy
Year after year, her voters go to the
Communion at 7.30 a. m only; Morn
polls and mark their ballots with a
ing Prayer and Litany, with music and
sermon, at 10.30 ; Church School at 12.15.
cross at the top of the Republican col
At Thomaston Sunday. Church School at 6
umn, and call it a day. Is such alle
p. m, Evening Prayer with music and
giance to any party to be without its
sermon at 7.
reward? In all justice, should not
Wednesday. St Andrew’s Day, Holy Com
the powers that bo take some recog
munion at 200 Broadway, 7.30 a. m
nizance of such fealty? Is it asking
Thursday. Qlioir rehearsal at the Rectory
8 p. m.
too much that one^of tbe State's most
vital interests should receive some
measure of protection, along with the
interests of ’ other sections of the
country?
It is up to the people to make their
desires known. As Mr. Crle says, “It
is not a job for one man,” or two, or
three. It is a job for all of the people,
pulling together.
Do not remain
passive, expecting “George” to do it.
Do something yourself. Try and in
terest others. Write your congress
man and senator. Tell those In au
thority what you want—what you
must have. Now is the time to do it.
Twenty different styles of Get busy. Make a noise.
“Cael.”
folders from $3 per dozen
' Matinicus, Nov 22.

ST. PETER'S CHURCH

The Supreme Court has handed
As a member of the Relief Corps, I
down its decision in the litigation con feel very deeply interested in Mr. But
cerning the governing boards of the ler’s appeal to Edwin Libby Post and
Christian Science Church and its pub citizens of Rockland regarding the dis
lications. It held that the directors posal of the Grand Army property
of the First Church of Christ, Scien when the last member of that Post has
tist, of Boston, (the Mother Church) answered to the final roll call. In ad
have power to remove a member of dition to this I must say I felt some
the board of trustees of the Christian what amazed at the reply of “M. A. C.,”
Science Publishing Society. It dis as it is very evident to me that she is
missed the bill brought by the trustees not as well versed in the constitution
to prevent the directors from Inter and rules governing the Relief Corps
fering with the affairs of the society. as she might be. Otherwise she would
In its ruling as to the power of the never have quoted the records or ex
directors to remove trustees, the court pressed the sentiments of that organiz
We are ready now to make those
held that the removal by them of I.U- ation for the press or the public with
winter
MEMORIAL WREATHS
niont Rowlands as a trustee as effect out a vote of the Corps, and I know
that you want for the cemetery
ual. The court said that the manual that no such vote was ever taken.
about this time of year.
of the church “appears to be a vital The Relief Corps has nothing but tho
Our PINK CHRYSANTHEMUMS
part of Christian Science.” It found highest respect and esteem for the
and POM POMS are blossoming in
also that since the manual purported Post, and I feel very sure that thpy
profusion and we are picking Violets
to be the work of Mrs. Mary Baker would not presume to dictate to
every day. The season for these
Eddy, founder of the church, "there those men what disposition they should
blooms is short. Don’t neglect to
can be now since the decease of Mrs. make with their own, as they have al
enjoy them while they are at their
Eddy no change in the provisions of ways been able to attend to their oWn
best.
the church manual in accordance with affairs.
Our prices are reasonable
its terms.
Mr. Butler is right, we have two
The court dismissed a suggestion of members with the initials “M. A. C.,”
VISITORS are welcome at the
Attorney-General Allen. This sugges but one of those ladies was as much
greenhouses during business hours.
tion was that the court was without surprised at the article which was in
jurisdiction to determine the issues the paper, and signed with those ini
H. M. SILSBY, Florist
raised or to enter a final decree, on the tials, as I was, and all the other mem
253 Camden St., Rockland
ground that the suit related to a pub bers of the Corps.
lie charitable trust or trusts and the
Mr. Butler also says that “a few of
attorney-general, as representative of our members will get up and make a
public beneficiaries, was a party es motion, while the others sit quietly
MARIANNE CROCKETT sential to jurisdiction. The court by nnd say nothing." He is right
held that the absence of the attorney- there, too, for I find in every organiza
Vocal Teacher
general ns a party did not affect its tion it is the same—some lead, whilo
jurisdiction "to proceed, to a final de others follow. Edwin Libby Relief
Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
termination on the merits of the issue Corps has a membership of 220, and in
Telephone 498-R.
raised by the immediate parties. justice to the members who did not
Such deision will not directly pass attend the meeting which “M. A. C.”
121-tf
upon interests of which the attorney- referred to, I will say that a very small
general in his oflicial capacity is the percentage of that number was pres
representative.”
ent. Personally. I am in favor of tho
ROCKLAND
The decision, after explaining that G. A. R. property being given to tho
the basic question before the court was City of Rockland as I cannot sec why
LOAN AND BUILDING
whether the defendant directors had the Sons of Veterans, Spanish War
ASSOCIATION power to remove one of the trustees, Veterans and other patriotic organiza
said the answer depended on the true tions should be slighted: The Spanish
—HAS PAID—
interpretation of the two deeds of War Veterans answered the call to
trust executed by Mrs. Mary Baker arnts and did all that was required of
5/2% DIVIDENDS
Eddy, the founder of Christian Sci them. Some gave their lives; if not
ence, and upon whatever other matter in action, they contracted sickness in
SINCE 1907
might rightly be considered in ascer camps and some were sent home to
Shares in the 69th Series now on sale taining their meaning.
die. We have the picture of one of
It continued with a discussion of the these, George Young, hanging in our
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER
provisions of the deeds of trust includ lodge room now. He gave all for his
ing provisions that the First mem country and I ask why should his com
Office 407 Main Street
bers, together with the directors of the rades be slighted? Give, the property
church should have power to declare to the City of Rockland and by so do
the vacancies in the trusteeship for ing show no partiality and all share
such reasons as to them might seem alike.
expedient.
A Member of the Relief Corps.

Christmas Photos

up, and three extra portraits
with every dozen taken be
fore December 1 st.

Peerless Flour

“IN THE HEART OF THE CITY”
Upstair*. Opp. Security Trust Co.

124Th. tf

“Standard of the World”

All your friends appreciate your—

PHOTO
CHRISTMAS GIFT

and for all Cooking in
which Flour is used.
Use more PEERLESS

MAKE APPOINTMENTS EARLY

HAROLD A. STAPLES
34 Hill Street - - Rockland, Me.

134 Tu-Stf

| ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.

Orel E. Davies

DISTRIBUTORS
137S143

OPTOMETRIST
HARD FINISH

Oldest Graduate in

THE WALLS
of your house with plaster from
here. It is as fine as sifted flour,
entirely free from grit or any
foreign substance. It Is a great
water absorber, mixes freely and
sets quicker with a surface smooth
as glass. We also sell plaster board,
the modern wall finish. What can
we furnish you?

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Rockland
lOttf

ORDER

YOUR—

ENGRAVED
PERSONAL
GREETING CARDS
For Christmas
NOW

Carver’s Book Store

Why send your money to Massa
chusetts or other states for Savings
Deposit?

304 Main Street, ROCKLAND

You make trouble for your executor or ad
ministrator. Deposit at home and save all
that expense.

Send at once for a phy
sician, but begin imme
diately “emergency”

treatment with Vicks. This
does not interfere with any
internal medication the doctor
may prescribe.

We have a savings department.

The Rockland aational Bank
Rockland, Maine
[lb MEMBER FEDERAL-RESERVE SYSTEM:,;

B8

AMAZED AT ”M. A. C.”

Furnished Basis For Court’s belief Corps Member Believes
Decision in Christian Sci
G. A. R. Property Should
ence Case.
Go To City.

STUDIO

and Pastry things—

Volume 76.................. Number 140.

MRS. EDDY’S DEEDS

TYLER’S

For Bread, and Cake

SATURDAY

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, November 26, 1921.

Single Copies Three Cents.

Chrysanthemums

•

VapoRub
Oner 17 Million Jan UttJ Ytarly

PARK THEATRE
Dustin Farnum appears today as a
hard fighter, the determined opponent
of a band of desperadoes bent upon
wresting ranch property in the West
from a little child, and as the affec
tlonate pal of Bobbie, the seven-yearold boy. The picture is “The Primal
Law.” a William Fox production.
Thomas Meghan comes for Monday
In the screen version of Booth TarkIngton’s great story, “The Conquest of
Canaan.” The hero came from that
part of the town that wasn’t “respect
able,"—seething Beaver Beach, with its
scandals and shady politics. Besides,
he aspired to a certain girl and knew
too much about the town’s respectable
leaders.. Including the great Judge
Pike!
So, when they wouldn’t let
them make good, he went away and
studied law. And when he came back
—. Come and see Joe Louden con
quer Canaan!
Marion Davies is starred Tuesday
in a picture of beautiful setting, called
"Enchantment" The father of Miss
Ethel Hoyt, having showered his only
daughter'with everything that money
can buy, wakes up to the fact that
the young woman thinks herself a re
incarnated Cleopatra. She has six
young college men in her train, and
spends her time dancing and dining
with them. On her father's birthday
she attends a theatre party for him
but crowds the box with her faithful
six. The play is “The Taming of the
Shrew” and the star. Ernest Eddison,
is a personal friend of Mr. Hoyt’s.
The picture goes forward to a very
Interesting climax.—adv.

EMPIRE THEATRE
Harry Carey himself, wrote “Hearts
Up,” the feature picture which is
being shown today. He has fashioned
a story which revolves around the
adoption of a girl as his own. He
owes a debt of gratitude to the her
oine’s father and when the latter dies
Brent willingly steps into his shoes to
protect the daughter. She has np sus
picion that the masquerader is other
than her father.
And the pseudo
parent has his qualms of conscience
whether to confess his identity.
However, he determines to remain
silent rather than to bring disillusions.
The facts leak out through another
source and Brent is on his way to
prove his honor when the girl accepts
him as her lover, "Hearts Up” is a
human photo play—one well em
phasized in its sentiment and pathos.
—adv.
All Columbia Records Sec at Studley’s—headquarters
for
Brunswick
Phonographs and Records.
126tf

AGENT FOR
EDISON DIAMOND AMBEROLA
PHONOGRAPH and RECORDS
All kinds of Talking

Machines Repaired

FURNITURE

R

E PAIRIN
EFINISHIN
EUPHOLSTER

MUSICIANS’ SUPPLIES

Violins Made and Repaired

S. b.
F

OUUI,

MrFI T

I’RE-WAR PRICES
Will gladly call anywhere with full line
of samples and estimate free.

362 MAIN ST,
UPSTAIRS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

inG

CARL E. FREEMAN
Tel. res. 292J
Shop 643 Main St
Nearly opp. Blake's Antique Store
_____ _____________ 138*Tues&Hatl54

No More Drudgery
Save Your Money

TRY OUR SEMI-FINISHED FAMILY WASH
Do away with wash day at homo! The fieavy lifting, the steamy
fretting, the nuisance of watching over a washwoman are relics of
bye-gone days.
Just bundle up everything that needs washing and phone 170. Then
your job ia done.
Leave the rest to us. We’ll wash your things in the purest, mildest
suds. We’ll rinse them again and again in the cleanest of rainsoft
water, and we’ll iron all the largo heavy pieces.
Your bed and table linen will have a enowy lustre, the towels and
napkins will be folded just right. You’ll be to proud of your best table
cloth.
Your underwear, stockings, aprons, pajamas, and all the body clothes
will be gently fluffed in a current of warm, fresh air, thoroughly dried,
and may be used without ironing.
The dread of wash day is gone. Only a few of the intimate, peraonal things,—pieces you rather love to fuss with—will remain for you
to iron.
Flat work ready to use, personal clothes washed and dried.
SEND A TRIAL BUNDLE TODAY

PEOPLES

LAUNDRY

17 LIMEROCK STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
JUST PHONE 170 AND OUR DRIVER WILL CALL
ALL KINDS OF LAUNDRY WORK

I

North
National
Bank

IN or!

flit?. 31 ern

National

UNCLE SAM
THE FINANCIAL CHEMIST
It is good for us sometimes to consider
how our Banks have helped to develop our
National Resources.

BUCKSPORT SEMINARY
The football season closed with four
victories, two defeats and a tie.
Bucksport Seminary scored 74 points
to its opponents' 73. Two of the
games were with Camden High, which
was defeated 19 to 13 and 18 to 0.
Basketball practice has begun and
the manager is working on a schedulo
for the season beginning Dec. 16. A
good season is expected, ns several of
the players who were in the last yeur’s
University of Maine championship
contest are still in school. James Ed
ward DcRocher has been engaged as
coach.
Friday evening the girls’ basketball
team played a practice game with the
Bucksport A. A. girls’ team, winning
by the score of 13 to 3.
Many of the students went home
for the Thanksgiving recess.
Miss Annie Belie Thurston of Union,
E. M. C. S. 'k9, who is now a Fresh
man at the University of Maine, spent
the weekend at Chase hall.
The winter term of the Seminary
opens January 3.

There’s a plaintive note In the ad
vertisement elsewhere in this issue of
the Criehaven man who is seeking to
dispose of his stock—principally sheep
and lambs. "It's not for lack of hay
we sell," he says, "but because they an
noy our neighbors." "Sorry," he adds,
'as the wool helps pay our taxes and
educate the children.”

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fail to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.

10 VICTI5!
I sing the hymn of the conquered, who fell in
the Battle of Life,—
Tho hymn of the wounded, the beaten, who
died overwhelmed In the strife;
Not the jubilant song of the victors, for whom
the resounding acclaim
Of nations was lifted In chorus, whose browg
wore the chaplet of feme,
But the hymn of the lowly, the humble, the
weary, the broken in heart,
Who strove and who failed, acting bravclf
a silent and desperate part;
Whose youth bore no flower on its branches^
whose hopes burned in ashes away.
From whose hands slipped the prize theg
had grasped at, who stood at the dying
of day
With the wreck of their life all around them*
unpitied, unheeded, alone,
With death swooping down o'er their failures,
and all but their faith overthrown.
While the voice of the world shouts Its chorus
its paean for those who have won.
While the trumpet is sounding triumphant
and high to the breeze and the sun
Glad banners are waving, hands clapping, ang
hurrying feet
Thronging after the laurel-crowned victors,—e
I stand on the field of defeat.
In the shadows of those who have fallen, whq
are wounded and dying, and there
Chant a requiem low, place my hand on theta
pain-knotted brows, and breathe q
prayer.
Hold Hie hand that la helpless, and whlaperj
"They only the victory win,
Who have fought the good tight and have van
quished the demon that tempts us within I
Who have held to their faith, unseduced hg
the prize which the world holds on high.
Who have dared for a high cause to suffer,
realat, fight—If need be, to die.'*

Without their help much of our so-called
national wealth would not be at our dis
posal. The Federal Reserve System has
been a factor of immense importance in placing these Na
tional gifts at the door of mankind.
Maybe we can help develop our own business in the
same way but on a smaller scale.

1854

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

1921

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET—ROCKLAND. MAINE

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

I

Speak, History!
Who are life's victors
1'nvpll thy long annals and say:
Are they Those whom the world calls the Tice
torsf who won the success of a day?
The martyrs, or Nerof The Spartans whff
fell at Thermopylae's tryst.
Or the Peralana and Xerxes f Hla judges of
Socrates? Pilate or Christ?

.as___ ._____ _rcjVilllaat Jfetmore Stpry, j
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Persona 11) appeared Frank S L>ddie, who on

«ath declares that he is pressman
tf the Rockland Publishing Co.
the Issue erf The Courier-Gazette
1921, there was printed a total of

In the office
and tha* o*
of Xov. 24,
6.014 copies.

Christmas Seal Your Mail

Hon. John A. Peters of Ellsworth,
Who has so ably represented the Third
Congressional District since 1913, is
soon to take his seat as Judge of the
United States District Court, the Sen
ate having confined the appointment.
Mr. Peter's election to Congress after
a notable three-cornered content,
served to attract more than the ordi
nary amount of attention to him, but
his laurels did not rest with his
triumphant election. He has been on
the job every moment, and his ser
vices have proved the way to the disguished position which he is soon to '

Origin of the Christmas Seal

Selling seals for the purpose of rais
ing money for health work origina
ted in Norway and Sweden many
years ago. In 1907, Miss Emily
Bissell of the Delaware Red Cross
—following a visit abroad—pro
posed that somewhat similar seals
ae used in the United States for the
! same, purpose. A few were issued and sold that year i t
Delaware. The following year the American Red Cross
dopted the idea with the result that 300,000 seals were
occupy.
? sold and the money thus derived was dedicated to the
The National Tuber
Marshal Foch, who is now touring I (campaign against tuberculosis.
the American nation, finds it even
culosis Association and its affiliated state organizations,
easier to capture Americans—than he
I including the Maine Public Health Association, were
did the Huns. The whole country is
named as the agencies to have charge of the seal sale
extending itself to honor the distin
l end to expend the money which is raised therefrom.
guished Fierchman. One of the many
pleasant messages which he received i, hey have sold the seals year after year. Two years ago
on. Thanksgiving Day came from
the Christmas seal project was turned over by the Red
Commander Anthoine of the Depart
-ross to the National Tuberculosis Association and its
ment of Maine, American Legion.
affiliated state and local organizations. The total sale
“We who had the high honor to serve
i
has
increased each Christmas Season. Last year 364,under you. assure you that now, as
31,075 seals were sold in America, and this year the
then, do regard you as our comman
der and marshal,” wired Mr. Anthoine
*' number is expected to be far greater. For the coming
campaign 5,500,000 seals have been allotted Maine
Christmas gifts valued at a million
with a number of health bonds in denominations rangdollars sent by the Northern Baptists
1
ing
from $5 to $ 1,000.
of America to the poor of Central
Europe were aboard a steamship which
sailed Wednesday for Danzig. The
good will of this nation for sufferers
across the sea finds expression in other
ways than disarmament propositions.
Presently it must occur to the Euro
pean
T’rr’e c m is a well
intentn
in deeds
rather ti
Christine Nilsson one of the bright
est luminaries of the operatic stage a
generation ago, and sometimes re
ferred to as the second “Sweedish
Nightingale.” died Tuesday in Copen
hagen. Among local music lovers
may be some who remember her not
able visit to America in 1870, six years
after her debut In Paris.
Camden’s pride in her churches is
finding expresion in repairs and im
provements which have been made on
the Baptist church at a cost of
$22,000, and in the fact that the Epis
copal denomination has used $20,000
toward the $30,000 which it plans to
expend in ^he construction of a newhouse of worship. Healthy signs of
the times for any community.

The census report credits Aroostook
county with being one of the five rich
est agricultural counties in the United
States. Abandoned farms have no
rightful place there, and thanks, to
our thrifty Finnish citizens they are
becoming scarce right here in our
Knox county.

The New Jersey man who paid
$14,000 for 26 barrels of water, when
he thought he was buying 100 proof
whiskey, got "Scotched," but not in
quite the manner he expected.

It Brings Results
Remember to order your
want and classified advts for
next Sunday's Globe today.
The Globe is the great clas
sified medium of New Engday. Make the Globe your
Boston newspaper. Order
the Boston Daily and Sun
day Globe regularly from
your newsdealer or newsboy.

ELECTRICS AND

POLO

CO..

-the sensiUet

FRANK B MILLER
Notary Public

Before me

FURNITURE

*
■
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i

Q
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Will Help Radiale Cheerfulness

It is just as easy to give lastingly practical gifts
for Christmas as it is to give the other kind—the
kind that are enjoyed one day, put away and for
gotten the next. Make this a furniture Christmas. Give presents that will give years of service and satisfaction. You can radiate a bit of
cheerfulness such as others have been doing in
the past, by giving presents that are appreciated.

SHOP
EARLY

The kind that is most appreciated is furniture, of
course. If you are undecided as to just jvhat it
should be all you have to do is to come in and
glance through our huge display of gifts. No
doubt you will find just the article that will turn
the trick. Don’t forget, make this a furniture
Christmas—make our store your headquarters.

Buy Your Christmas Gifts Early

SHOP
EARLY

BEARS

Won the Thanksgiving Day Games In the Amateur Polo
League—Enter, the Limerocks.
The Amateur Polo League got away showing his usual activity. The spec
to a very successful start Thanksgiv tators would have been much more
ing Day, in spite of the heavy storm leniently inclined had they known that
Rodney was playing with a bleeding
and the numerous competing attrac foot caused by a spike projecting
tions.
through his shoe. John Skinner and
n the afternoon the Knox Electrics Neil Kenney gave a clever exhibition
had little difficulty in beating the , of juggling, but the real star of the
Snowbirds, for the latter team was game was Dan Sullivan, the Texaco
made up of young players who were halfback, who played his position with
new to the game, while all of the Elec a skill and vigor certainly not to be
trics had been under fire. To Earl expected of a novice, which he is.
Chaples belongs the credit of making i "Scotty” also played a very strong
the first goal in the League, the ball came in the goal. The summary:
Polo Bears—Gilchrest lr, J? Mitchbeing caged after 5 minutes and 20
seconds of brisk playing. Duffy Gil- i ell 2r, John Skinner c, Wheeler hb.
chrest was very much in evidence the Hart g.
Texaco Stars—Kenney lr, R. Skinsecond period, scoring every goal that
was made. Elmer Crockett was well I ner 2r, Hamlin e, Sullivan hb,
nigh impregnable in the goal, and Scott g.
First Period
Harry Phillips gave a correct imitai of how polo was played when he , Won By
Made By
Tim<
I Polo Bears
Gilchrest
.15
was a colt in the game.
Daunais, who caught for the Snows 1 Polo Bears
Gilchrest
1.14
in the Twilight League, proved to be Texaco Stars
Kenney
5.01
an equally sturdy and picturesque
Second Period
goal tend. The temptation to catch i Polo Bears
, J. Skinner
1.15
the ball in his hands got him , Texaco Stars Kenney
.22
into
trouble
occasionally,
but ) Texaco Stars Kenney
5.30
before the game was over he gave evi ' Texaco Stars Hamlin
3.41
dence that he will make a good man
Third Period
for the job. The summary:
4.47
Knox Electrics—Gilchrist lr. Chaples Texaco Stars Wheeler
Polo
Bears
Gilchrest
,3S
2r, Hart c, Phillips hb, Crockett g.
Bears
Gilchrest
.36
Snowbirds—Mealey lr, Tibbetts 2r, I'olo
Polo
Bears
Gilchrest
8.28
lamag» c, Hamlin hb, Daunais g.
Score, Polo Bears 6, Texaco Stars 5
First Period
Stops in goal, Hart 12, Scott 34. Ref
Won *>y
Made by .
Time eree, Winslow. Timer, Davies. Scor
Electrics
Chaples
5.20 er, White.
Snowbirds
Mealey
4.21
The schedule for next week's League
Electrics
Chaples3.09 games is—
Electrics
Gilchrest
2.04
Monday night, Polo Bears vs. Knox
Second Period
Electrics.
Electrics
Gilchrest
5.37
Thursday night, Limerocks vs.
Electrics
Gilchrest
.51 Snowbirds.
Gilchrest
.19
Electrics
The Limerocks are made up from
Gilchrest
3.26 employes of the Rockland & Rock
Electrcs
Third Period
port Lime Corporation and are said
Snowbirds
Mealey
.59 to have a team which will add lots of
Score, Knox Electrics 7, Snowbirds spice to the League.
Mayor Thorndike, Willis I. Ayer and
2. Stops on goal, Crockett 18; Dau
nais 36. Referee, Winslow. Timer. R. V. Stevenson have been selected as
Orel E. Davies.
Scorer, Leon J. members of the board of arbitration.
All evening games begin at 8.30, and
White.
The evening game furnished the will be preceded by two hours of pub
season’s first real thrills, for it was not lic skating.
decided until the last minute of play
All next week Arthur Lamb will
and was hotly contested in every pe
riod. The defeat of the Texaco Stars clean and press ladies' and gents
was hardly expected by the crowd, suits for $1. Telephone 69J, Rockland,
which felt that R. Skinner was. not —adv.

Smoking

Sewing Cabinet

Outfits $10 and up

Louis XVI design $25

If you have been contem
plating giving him a real
smoking outfit you should see
one of the combination humi
dors and smoking stands.
They come in the oak or imi
tation mahogany finish. They
are strongly made—will last
a lifetime. He is sure to he
pleased upon receiving one.
Stop in today and let us show
one to you.

A mahogany sewing cabi
net, legs are fluted in the

Louis

XVI

design.

period

When closed can be conveni
ently put away in the smallest

Give This Channing
CQA AA
Gate Leg Table for Xmas '*wu’vv
Everyone loves them—these gate leg tables; everyone wants
one; everyone should have one in their home. And after all.
what is more pleasing than to receive one as a gift? They are
Very handy to have in tlie home. They can be opened to ac
commodate six persons or can be conveniently folded and
tucked away in an out-of-the-way corner. This one is par
ticularly charming—come in and see it.

space.

When opened shows

three sliding trays and two

compartments.
This
cabinet is finished in mahog
any.

large

iii?

CQC AA

And Chair to Match

This Tea Wagon
A Most Welcome Gift

This is an outfit that will make a welcome addition to any
home. Both pieces are designed after the Colonial period.
They are of such pleasing appearance that they will fit in
with most any of the well appointed rooms. Both the desk
and chair of the finest construction, and come in a high ma
hogany finish. Very specially priced at this time.

The price—how little it is, and still what a gift a tea wagon
would make! You certainly must include one of these ma
hogany tea wagons in your Christmas list. The one shown
above comes equipped with rubber tires and removable serv
ing tray. It is well constructed and nicely finished, and will
make an ideal gift. If you expect to get one at this low price
now is the time to do so.

Mdiogany Spinet Desk

QQ

Burpee Furniture Co.

361 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
.

reported, will require legislative action
upon the part of the American Con
gress and Canadian Parliament. The
Chairman Gardner Says Re cost, as estimated by the government
engineers is $252,000,000, if the chan
port Will Be Made on Great nel has a depth of 25 feet, and would
Lakes To Sea Project Next cost $17,000,000 additional if the c'nani nel was deepened to 30 feet, to aci commodate ships of 28-foot draft. The
Month.
width of the canal would be 450 feet.
Powerful opposition has developed
Hon Obadiah Gardner, chairman of
the American section of the Interna from interests in Montreal, Boston and
New York, principally on the ground
tional Joint Commission, expects to that commerce would be diverted from
leave Monday or Tuesday for Wash j those ports. Portland would also be
ington, D. C.. where the American affected.
members will give several days to a ■ Advocates of the canal contend that
; the development of hydro-electric endiscussion of the project of construct I ergy through tills project would save
ing a shii> canal from the Great Lakes to New York and New England 24,to the sea. Final action, so far as ’he 000,000 tons of coal a year, and in the
recommendation of the Commission is matter of transporting coal and raw
materials would be of real benefit Io
concerned will be taken at the regular the Atlantic coast as far south us
meeting of the full commission which Baltimore.
The government's engineers and
op.'iis in Washington Dee. 7.
At the last session in Ottawa the those representing other interests are
two government engineers attached to agreed that there is ndw a little above
undeveloped
horsepower,
the Commission were given a week in 4,000.000
which to review the plans and criti about half of which is in the inter
cisms submitted in the 30-duy period national stretch of the river.
a signed for that purpose to all other
engineering interests.
The conclu
sions reached by the government en
gineers, after making a careful s‘".dy
o' those plans and criticisms, will be
submitted at the forthcoming session,
and the Commission’s report will be
governed by their findings.
The Commission's report will cover
several phases of the project—wheth
er the canal will follow the river bed
entirely, whether it will be carried on
with side canals or whether it will
represent the combination. The Com
mission is to recommend one of these
propositions and give explicit reasons;
it is also to determine the matter of
the channel’s depth.
The ship canal project, if favorably

SHIP CANAL PROJECT

BURPEE & LAMB
MEN’S

WOMEN’S
MISSES’

CHILDREN’S

RUBBERS
Big Stock
Many Different Makes
Prices Right
SPECIAL—Women's

Rubbers,

military and low heels .......... 75c

Overcoats
Overcoats
Overcoat quality that is better. Styles that are su
perior, and workmanship that is the best in years and
at very much lower prices than at any time since' the
war days.

PLAIN OVERCOATS AND BELTED, SPORT
Child's 3 buckle Overshoes $2.00
Misses 3 buckle Overshoes $2.50

COATS AND CHESTERFIELDS, STORM COATS

Women's 3 buckle Overshoes $3.50

AND ULSTERS

Men’s 4 buckls Overshoes $3.75

They are all here in great variety. Every coat is finely
tailored and the best value obtained for the money.

Men's Dress

Rubbers, $1.00, $1.25

Felt Shoes and Slippers

Advertises

Wisely

Boston Shoe Store
tS7 Main St, Rockland, Main*

NEW
—•

The Man Who

ENGLAND CLOTHING, HOUSE

Advertises Well

*•. s

I Ml

KINEO
PIPELESS

FURNACES
The newest thing in
House Heating

Call us for a
' r‘

‘

demonstration

Telephone 713
V. F. STUDLEY
Rockland Distributor of Alt

Kineo Production*
238 MAIN STREET

FLOWERS SOON FADE

the only memorial that endures ll a
carefully built
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
of granite or marble that retains its
beauty and withstands time and the
elements.
We give careful attention to dlstinot,
legible lettering.
See our designs and note our reason
able estimates.

FRED S. MARCH -fflBSf1
Th* Naw Monumental Wararoaau

Park St., Cor. Rricli

Hoak'aad Ma.

/

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 26, 1921.

Calk of foe town
MMM8

aCIBHBORHOOB EVENT*

Nov. 24-Dec 31—Annual sale of Christmas
Heals.
Nov. 28—Shakespeare Society meets with
Mss. A. L. Orne.
Nov. 28—Progressive Literary Club meets
with Mrs. Margaret Billings, Camden Street.
Nov. 30—Untversallst fair
Dec. 2—Methebesec Club meets with Miss
Caroline Stanley, North Main Street.
Dec. 4—Elks Memorial Exercises In Park
Theatre.
Dec. 5—Monthly meeting of the City Gov
ernment.
Dec. 5, 3, T—"The Four Horsemen of hte
Apocalypse" (a photoplay) at Park Theatre.
Dec. 6—Lady Knox Chapter, D. A. R , holds
a rummage sals In Cnlversallst vestry.
Dec. 7-8—-Methodist Fair.
Dee. 8—"Tlie Old Peabody Pew" at the
Methodist church.
Dec. 9—Hob-Nob Masquerade Ball, Camden
Opera House.
Dec. 10—Llmerock Valley Tomons Grange
meets with Meguntlcook Grange, Camden.
Dec. 14—Christmas sale and supper at Bap
tist Church, Thomaston.

The Elks have their regular meeting
Monday night, preceded by supper at
6.30.
The
70,000
Day.
day.

steam trawler Plover brought
pounds of fish Thanksgiving
The Medric Joined the fleet to
*

J. H. Wiggin, who has been very ill
with pneumonia, continues to gain
steadily. Friends of the family will be
pained to learn that Mrs. Wiggin is
now ill with the disease.

J. F. Burgess, optometrist, is again
on duty, after an enforced vacation of
three weeks on account of illness.
Occupants of the Knox County Jail
were not overlooked on Thanksgiving
Day, a nice roast dinner, with fixings,
being their lot,

Frank C. Fields and Thomas Ryan,
head waiters of The Thorndike and
Hotel Rockland, respectively, were In
their accustomed positions Thanks
giving Day—the former after three
weeks’ absence on account of Illness,
and the latter after a fortnight’s vaca
tion.
And the quests were well
pleased to see 'em.

Postmaster Blethen is reminding
patrons of his bailiwick that they
should send their Christmas packages
early, which is also a reminder to do
your Christmas shopping early.
Alton W. Richards has returned
from his gunning trip, bringihg a nice
dog.

The Elks memorial committee has
engaged Rev. C. H. B. Seliger of the
Union church, Vinalhaven, as orator,
the Untversallst quartet choir and
Marston's orchestra, for their me
morial services which take place- In
the Park Theatre Sunday, Dec. 4.
In connection with the recent an
nouncement of the engagement of
Miss L. Jeanette Simmons and Prof.
Charles Wilbert Snow, it was errone
ously stated that Miss Simmons had
resigned from her position as overseer
of the poor. The Courier-Gazette is
glad to know this is not so and
Is anxious to atone for the error.

A single, but splendid specimen of
deer appears to be the most tangible
reward to be realized in connection
with a recent hunting trip to Shirley
by Mr. and Mrs. Clayton E. Gilley and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Linnekin.
The
prince of beasts alluded to might have
been a five-point buck in due time,
but at the time he was cut short in
his deer aspirations, he was and still
Is about the size of a shepherd dog.
Mr. Gilley, it is said, is seriously con
templating a trip to a taxidermist In
view of having the animal stuffed,

Sunday evening the second of the
picture series will be given at the Universalist church when the dramatized
form of the popular story ’Pollyanna”
will be presented. The theme of the
story, as those who have read the book
will remember, is very appropriate for
the Thanksgiving season, the “Glad
Game" being In fact the finding of
things to be thankful for. The lec
ture begins at 7.30 and is free to the
public.

Rev. M. E. Osborne comes back to
his former church Dec. 11 to present
a pageant Illustrative of the "Mass
Movement of India,” He will bring a
full outfit of costumes, and the pageant
will be given with striking effect in the
auditorium of the church. The pageant
should in nowise be confused with the
entertainment relating to India which
was given by the church some time
ago, but is one which Mr. Osborne has
since been giving all over the Upited
States.
Those who attend the Unlversallst
Oriental Bazaar next Wednesday will
find a treat In the way of attractive
decorations which have been prepared
under the direction of Mrs. A. T.
Thurston and Mrs. Horace Lamb. The
distinctive oriental atmosphere which
the bq^aar wiU give will be both novel
and beau'tftul.’and one of the most at
tractive places will be the tea garden
where tea will be served from- 3 to 5
p. m. There promises to be a store
house of supplies for the shoppers for
much work has been done. Mrs. W,
H. Glover has had a large committee
busy making aprons, and Mrs. M. E.
Wotton and Mrs. H. N. McDougall
have efficiently managed- the liners.
Candies, novelties, children’s articles,
a parcel post table, and other articles
will tempt the customers. The chicken
pie supper, which will be served, be
ginning, at 5.30 p. m„ will be under the
management of Mrs. L. F. Chase and
a treat of good things Is assured. The
bazaar will open at 2 p. m. and con
tinue through the afternoon and even
ing.

FOR

SALE

10 share* Central Main* Power Co.
♦
7% Pfd. Stock r
Price $100 per share to yield 7%
R. W. DAVIS
P. O. Box 574.
Freeport, Me.

1*43-142

THE PICTURE SERIES

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

—AT THE—

LINDSEY HOUSE
You will find several . Com
fortable Steam Heaited
Rooms
$3.00 to $5.00 Per Wetek
50c, 75c, $1.00 par dpy
PUBLIC TELEPHON E
133*141

SU

db

WIGHT’S ■asr

Learn the Glad Game

Patricia Collinge
—IN—

SPECIAL SALE FOR

DON’T FORGET TO VISIT OUR BARGAIN

“POLLYANNA”

BASEMENT DEPARTMENT

Universalist Church

SAUL’S NIGHT

Sunday, Nov. 27

WITH THE WITCH

7:30 P. M.
ADMISSION FREE

—OR—

A LINE OF READY-TO-WEAR HATS

DANCING

Miss Jennie S. Harvey

“■•hold God the Lord,”
from “The Elijah”

ORIENTAL BAZAAR
—AT THE—

Universalist Church

Wednesday, Nov. 30
Opens at 2:00 P. M.
Novelties, Candies, Linens, Aprons,
Et*.

TEA SERVED IN TEA GARDEN
3:00 to 5:00 4». M.
CHICKEN PIE SUPPER 5:30 P. M.

A la carte service
Attractive Decorations

All next week Arthur Lamb will
clean and press ladies’ and gents’ suits I
for $1.
Telephone 69J, Rockland.—
adv.

Admission to Bazaar 10 cents

140-141

ARCADE SKATING RINK
MONDAY,
AMATEUR

NOVEMBER

28

LEAGUE POLO GAME

Polo Bears vs. Knox Electrics
Each team has a victory to its credit

Skating Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday
Evenings and Saturday Afternoons

3 PACKAGES FOR 25 CENTS

Solo, Mrs. Lillian Joyce
Male Quartet

2000 Rolls

CREPE

Sunday Evening

PAPER

Same kind as in our last sale—Niponese

7 ROLLS FOR 25 CENTS

FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH

The Wight Company

TALES OF THE SEA

THE HOME OF CLAREMONT COFFEE

Maud S. a Total Loss—The
Lucy R.’s Damages—The
Ellen Little Is Overdue.
Capt. John I. Snow, went to Has
kell’s Ledge, below Stonington, this
week to Inspect the strapded fishing
schooner Maud S., in the interest of
the underwriters, Fields & Cole, who
have the insurance on the cargo of
fertilizer, said to be valued at $6,000.
There is no insurance on the schooner,
which is owned by G. F. Mansfield of
Jonesport. Expecting that the craft
will become a total loss, Mr. Mansfield
finished stripping it yesterday. The
cargo was owned by the American Ag
ricultural & Chemical Co. of Boston.
The vessel Is on the east side of the
ledge, with a starboard list of 50 de
grees. A hump In the ledge has
bilged her under the rigging.
• * e .
No decision has yet been reached as
to what will be done with the British
schooner Lucy R., which was brought
to the South Railway after being
ashore near Vinalha\;en and at Matinicus. The outboard planking is
broken through on the port side and
part of the keel will have to be re
newed, together with seven .or eight
of the frame timbers and several stan
chions In the rail. A survey was held
Wednesday.
The cargo of boxed fish, said to be
valued at $18,000 is being cared for at
the Atlantic wharf plant of the Deep
Sea Fisheries.
....
The
Portland
Press-Herald of
Thursday said:
“Although there Is not the slightest
apprehension entertained for her safety
the consignees of the schooner Ellen
Little and the friends of those on board
will be glad when she shows up in
the harbor. The Little is an A1 fourmasted vessel of 807 net tons, hailing
from Boston, and sailed from Tui$ts
Island on Oct. 12 for Portland, laden j
with about 1000 tons of salt for the i
Lord Brothers. Shortly after leaving ,
port she ran into a terrific gale during j
which she caried away several sails. I
She put into Norfolk Nov. 1, and after |
taking on a new suit of sails resumed
her voyage on the 12th, having been
reported as passing Vineyard Haven
about ten days ago. This is hardly
probable, she having more likely re
mained on the shoals, on account of
the unfavorable winds which have pre
vailed of late.”
The Ellen Little was launched from
the Cobb yard, Rockland, in 1904.

Thursday, Dec. 1st

The union Thanksgiving services
were held In the Congregational church
Wednesday night. ,The attendance
was large, the church being comfort
ably filled. A quartet, composed of
Mr. Green, Mrs. Strout, Mrs. Storer
and Mr. Rose, sang two anthems ap
propriate to the day. The preacher
was Rev. John M. Ratcliff Of the UniverBallst church. His sermon was
well thought out and effectively given.
He said that we should be thankful
for a day in which we could pause to
think of God and have fellowship with
Him. It is easy to banish the thought
of God from our lives, but Thanks
giving Day gives a peculiar opportu
nity to think of Him.- He also de
clared that we do not thar^c God for
easy tasks, but for strength sufficient
tor our tasks; not for the avoidance
of temptation, but for the ability to
overcome them. It is not the will of
God that his children should suffer,
but in the presence of trouble His
grace is sufficient.
The offering
amounted to $23.15 and will be used
tor purposes of local charity along
Undenominational lines.

made to sell for 1 5 cents, and sold by us for two years
at that price. For these two days—

“Unfold the Portals,” Gounod
Chpir,

TEMPLE HALL

Pupils wishing to join Aesthetic
Classes please tend names in to
Mr*. Helen Cross at once.
Private instruction by appointment
Private Classes on Application
Evening Class to be Announced

“SAGAMORE” SILK TISSUE
TOILET PAPER

SPECIAL MUSICAL PROGRAM
Choir, from “Redemption”

READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

1000 Flat Packages of

EXPOSED

WITH THE CHURCHES
First Church of Christ, Scientists,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of sermon lesson, "Ancient and
Serge Dresses..................................... $12.50 to $20.00
Modern Necromancy.”
• • . •
Silk Dresses........................................ $ 10.00 to $1 5.00
St. Peter’s church (Episcopal). Sun
day services at 7.30, 10.30 and 12.15.
Sweaters.............................................. $ 2.00 to $ 3.00
The evening service Is in Thomaston,
not In Rockland. Holy day service
Plaid Skirts.............................. $7.50, $10.00, $12.50
Wednesday. The parish notices are
Fur Lined Coats, worth $75............................ $35.00
printed on the first page.
• • • •
Plush Coats..................................... $22.50 and $25.00
At the Congregational church Sun
day morning Rev. W. S. Rounds will
Three brown Polo Mixture Coats, Coon
preach on the subject “The More Ex
cellent Way." The church school will
Collar, reduced from $35 to....................... $25.00
meet at- noon. The offering of vege
tables, fruit and jellies last Sunday
was unusually' fine. There will be a
A real Smyrna Rug at.......................................... $3.00
circle supper next Wednesday night.
*
•
Littlefield Memorial church, Rev. O.
W. Stuart pastor: Morning worship
at 10.30, subject, “Forgive, As We For
give;’’ solo, “Because He Loved Me
So,” Mrs. Smith; pible school at 12;
Christian Endeavor at 6.15; evening
service at 7.15, topic "The Essentials
of the New Birth.” Anthem by choir.
short after-service will follow. in
the vestry. Come and enjoy these
Mrs. Lucius York found a butter services with us.
Arthur B. Richardson of London is
...»
expected in the city this noon and cup in full bloom and as bright as a
contingent upon his coming a dinner June blossom, near her home on Pleas
Universalist church. The Sunday
party will be given in his honor to ant street, this week.
services will be as follows: Morning
night at the residence of J. C. Perry. J
service of worship 10.30 a. m.; sermon
A Waldoboro syndicate Is said to by Wstur. Music, anthems, ’Thanks
During the dull moment at the police have bought a speedy one at the "Old Be To God,” Hyatt, and “Father In
station yesterday somebody dropped a Glory” horse sale in New York this Heaven,” Briggs. Duet by Miss Jones
and Mr. Wyllie. Sunday school at 12
cigarette into the waste basket. It week.
clock. Y. P. C. U. at<6 p. m. Even
was warm around there for a few mo
ments.
E. S. Levensaler, who has been re ing service at 7.36 p. m. when "Polly
siding in the Lawry house on Ma anna’’ will be given as the second of
Teams wishing to enter the basket sonic street, moves shortly into the the picture series. Tuesday evening
ball league at the Arcade are asked to J. Fred Knight house on Broad street. the Religious Study group Ineets at
make early application at the Thomas
30. Wednesday the church fair will
Sporting Goods store.
Early risers yesterday morning were be held.
• • * •
privileged to witness the brilliant
At the Pratt Memorial M. E. church
The final payment on the Security shooting star which disappeared some
the children’s service will be on the
Trust Co.’s Christmas Club Is due where In the southwest.
second point of the Scout Law—A
next week.
Carving the Thanksgiving turkey is Scout is loyal. Loyalty to God. to
Bold thieves made a clean sweep no task for a nervous person, as a country, to friends, and to self will he
of Mrs. Jennie W. Bird’s clothesline new crop of recruits finds each season. illustrated by stories from the Bible.
on Talbot avenue between 6 and 6.30 The late Col. Ricker, Hon. J. S. Case, The morning sermon will be on “Ap
plied Christianity and the Disarma
Tuesday evening.
Hon. John T. Berry and Col. E. R.
ment Conference.” Sunday school at
Spear are said to have been particu 11.45, classes for all ages. The jail
Howe W Hall and family have gone larly expert in that line, and as a
to Milo, where Mr. Hall has a position ham carver Col. Spear’s son, W. W. service at 2.30 will be conducted by
Rev. W. S. Rounds, pastor of the Con
as manager of the American Thread
Spear is excelled by few.
gregational church. Epworth League
Co.’s farm.
meeting at 6.15 will be led by Miss
The Public Library benefit supper Harriet Trask with the topic. "The
There will be work at St. Peter’s
The
parish rooms at ? o'clock Monday. at the Methodist vestry Nov 19. netted Goodness of God,” Ps. 34:1-10.
the fund $100. The supper was in League contest begun a week ago, will
Take scissors and thimble.
charge of Mrs. Minnie Rogers, assist be continued, the classes being repre
Monday night’s polo game In the ed by Mesdames Lurvey, Ayer, Sim sented by two flowers, the buttercup
Amateur League will find the two mons, Little, Tweedie, Thelma Stan and the daisy. Be sure not to miss a
Thanksgiving Day victors fighting for ley, Gregory, Littlehale, Graves, Dol part in this contest. The topic for the
supremacy—the Polo Bears and the liver, Bickford, Winnie Stanley, and evening will be the “Importance of
’’
Knox Electrics. The sparks will be Miss Harriet Trask. The dining room Right Choosing.....
decorations and service were the care
gin flying at 3.30.
The pastor will begin a series of
of Mrs. Ruth Elltngwood, whose tasty
Christmastime sermons Sunday morn
What’s ill a name? The Bangor color scheme anticipated the Thanks ing at the First Baptist church. The
News tell* about Frank B. Miller be giving season Misses Madeline Rog choir will sing “O, Worship the Lord,”
ing before Bangor Municipal Court, and ers and Frances Tweedie sold candy at by Waston. John Thomas will sing a
being sentenced to 90 days in jail. the door of the vestry, disposing of bass solo. At the evening service at
The Frank B. Miller we have down their entire stock. Much praise was 16 the pastor will deal with the ques
here in Rockland is the man who does due the ladies who so kindly gave tion, “SplrituallsntMSxposed or Saul’s
the sentencing, rather than the man their efficient services, and to the pub Night With the Witch at Endor." A
lic who so whole-heartedly patronized special musical program will be rend
who goes to jail. *
the supper.
ered, "Unfold Ye Portals,’1 from Gou
nod’s “Redemption” and “Behold God
In a recent issue of The Courierthe Lord” from “The Elijah.” Also
Gazette there was an item concern
solo by Mrs. Lillian Joyce and a male
ing the popular standing of the Lasquartet. The Sunday school contest
sell Seminary of Auburndale, Mass.
continues this* Sunday, the school be
It is pleasing to know that a Rockland
ginning at 11.45. The Children’s Happy
girl. Miss Gertrude Ross, sister of the
Service at 4 o’clock will be conducted
athlete ‘’Jimmy'’ Ross, is a teacher in
by Miss Anna Hall. A Japanese ser
the Junior department of this college.
vice will be held in a Japanese garden
Announces the opening of her
She is also a councilor during their
by the Y. P. C. E. at 5.45. The prayer
Classes for Children in
summer season, at Camp Teconnet, at
meeting on Tuesday evening at 7.30.
China Lake, Maine.
'
BALLROOM DANCING
Strangers and visitors always welcome
at the First Baptist church.
A Sunday School Institute will be
—AT—
held in the First Baptist church on
Rockland behaved Itself Thanksgiv
Thursday and Frjday, Dec. 1 and 2,
ing Day, not a single arrest being
with courses both afternoon and even
made. One sailor applied for lodging.
ing, under The personal direction of
ROCKLAND
three Sunday school specialists—Dr.
Steam and saillpg vessels lost or
Thomas S. Young of Philadelphia, Na
condemned last year numbered 561,
tional Director of church vocation
of 645,603 tons, according to statistics
schools, Miss Meme Brockway of
Younger Pupils 4 PM.
published by Lloyds Register of Ship
Philadelphia, National Director of
ping. Of these 255 were wrecked. 60
Older Beginners and Advanced
children's work, and Rev. Alexander
abandoned at sea. 80 foundered, 43
Henderson, director of Religious Edu
Pupils, 5:00 P. M.
missing, 52 burnt. 36 lost in collision,
cation for Maine. • Although this
9 broken up and 26 "lost.” The United
$6 for 12 lessons; half term $4
course Is under the auspices of the
States lost 108 vessels of. 159,694 tons;
in advance
Baptist churches of this section the
Great Britain 163, of 160,503 tons.
public Is cordially Invited to attend.
Aesthetic Classes to be announced

SATURDAY AND MONDAY

SPIRITUALISM

FROM $3.00 TO $5.00

GET PLACED FOR

THE WINTER

Page Thre«

The Crowell & Thuftow steamer
Thomas P. Beal, which has been un
dergoing repairs at Bath for' several
months, left there on Tuesday for
Boston, where she will load cargo for
the Pacific coast on a new service Just
established by her owners between tA
lantic and Pacific coast ports. She
will go out in command of Capt. A. L
Kent and will have a,crew of 100 per
cent American. She will take on about
1000 tons of frjfnght at Boston, and
will load additional Cargo at New
York, Baltimore and Savannah.
A traveling salesman who did not
feel at all bad because he was strand
ed in Rockland Thanksgiving Day was
Thomas Dennison of Brewer, who rep
resents Bigelow & Dowse, and who
has been selling to Rockland hardware
concerns the past 40 years. One reason
he likes Rockland so well is because
he has always been able to send in so
many generous orders from here; an
other reason is his wide acquaintance
here and many friendships which cover
a long period of years. The Thorndike
Hotel he looks upon as his second
home and there was a look of genuine
contentment upon his features Thurs
day as he basked in the warmth of
the open grate fire, In which were
burning several special logs furnished
by Capt. Dick Snow, whom he is proud
to number among his cronies.

All next week Arthur Lamb will
clean and press ladies’ and gents’
suits for $1. Telephone 69J, Rockland
—adv.
Qrut Things.
The gravest events dawn with no
more noise than the morning Htar
makes In rising. All great develop
ments complete themselves In the
world, and modestly wait In silence,
praising themselves never, and an
nouncing themselves not at all. W«
must be sensitive, and sensible, If we
would see the beginnings and endingi
of great things.—Beecher.

KINGMAN & HEARTY, INC.
1

('Jte&louseQuift' on t/tcQ/fflfife*

APPLES

SHIP US

ara our

nothing but

SPECIALTY

APPLES

BOSTON

Ti.

_ •

20 North Side Faneuil Hall Market
“In the Heart of the Market”

MASS.

.*V

&

<

./

TOUR

Winter StSrage BATTERY

CALL, WRITE OR PHONE FOR INFORMATION

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

BORN

Storage Battery and Auto Electric Service Station

Miller—East Waldoboro, Nov. 21, to Mr.
and Mrs. Austin G. Miller, a son—weight 8%
pounds.
Bray—Sunset, Nov. — to Mr. and Mrs. Sar
gent Bray, a daughter.

643 MAIN STREET - - - TEL. 661.
137Stf

MARRIED
Ames-Rokes—Rockland, Nov. 23, by Rev
B. P. Browne, Illlton E. Ames and Miss Doris
M Rokes, both of Rockland
Young-York—Thomaston, Nov. 24, Lowell
_ Ming of Thomaston and Miss Thelma Y<
Port Clyde
Thurlow-Wlld—Camden, Nov. 24, Rev. T M.
. 'lfflths, Harry Thurlow of Camden, and
Bertha Wild, formerly of England.
Corson-Page—Rockport, Nov. 24, by Rev.
Andrew Young, Adelbert L. Corson of Prospect,
annd Miss Jessie C. Page of Rockport.

A PARK THEATREA
Today: DUSTIN FARNUM in “THE PRIMAL LAW”
A story of Westarn adventure and mystery

: : MONDAY : :

: : TUESDAY : :

THOMAS MEIGHAN

MARION DAVIES

DIED
20 days.
Pratt—Rockland, Nov. 23, Dora E. (Hewett)
widow of Bainbridge Pratt, aged 74 years,
months, 25 days. Funeral today at 2 p. m.

»

—in—

—IN—

“TheConquest of Canaan”
They said he was no good, and
drove him out of town. But ono
girl believed him, and when he
came back, years later—

CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. W’illlam Sullivan a id sou Widlam J.
ullivan, wish to conVev their sincere tlun
tc ell who were so kit d an J thoughtful
Miss Mary Reardon during her long illness,

“ENCHANTMENT”
In which the star plays the part
of the wealthy and spoiled flap
per, and wears stunning gown*.

her death.
CARO OF THANKS
We wl$h to thank the Congregational King’s
Daughters of Warren and all others who so
willingly aided us during the illness and death
of our mother, also those who sent flowers.
Mrs. Lawrence 8. Hahn and family,
John Marshall and family, George Marsh j 11
and family.
Thomaston, Nov. 26.
•
The charge for publishing a Card of Thanks
a 50 cents, cash to accompany the order.
Poetry published with an obituary la charged
for at 10 oenta a line

|
1
j

I

empire theatre
TODAY:

‘KING OF THE CIRCUS’’

KNIGHT BROS.
TEL. 475. ,

137-140

SEMINARY

BUCKSPORT, MAINE

College Preparatory Courses
Commercial and Household Arts Departments
Thorough Training in Instrumental and Vocal Musio
WINTER TERM OPENS JANUARY 3
For further information address
ALFRED S. ADAMS, Bucksport, Maine
140-141

HE prime condition of
our choice meats and
fish pleases and our fair
treatment of our patron^ ex
ercises a pleasing reaction
on the credit side of our
TEACHER OF PIANO
business.
MRS. RUTH E. SANBORN
248 MAIN 8TREET.

‘MAKE IT SNAPPY”

CONFERENCE

GROCERIES

T

‘HEARTS UP”

EAST MAINE

MEATS, FISH AND
In making a consistent effort to
please folk* wo have found the
secret of a. successful mar
ket’s sound foundation.

HARRY CAREY in

She did not know that the man was a masquerader—not her father at all

Pupil of Elizabeth S. Burger
Northwestern University
13 Myrtle Street
Tel. 582-M

418D-141

Most Intelligent Animal.
Scientists say that the ehlmpanze*
Is superior to any other animal ex
cept man. Next In order come* th*
gorilla, then the orang-outang. The
gibbon, still another variety of ape,
come* fourth.
- .
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EAST WALDOBORO

VINALHAVEN

WAS ASTONISHED

Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

Daddy’s
Evei\it\£
Fairy Tale

Every-Other-Day
CAME FROM BROKEN RAINBOW

Anderson Shuman of Haverhill,
Pretty Legend of the lrl« Which
AT THE RESULTS
Leon Arey and Fred Noyes are home
All Popular Sheet
Should Be Familiar to Every
Mass., who has been visiting his sis
from Bates for the Thanksgiving re
Music 25c
Lover
of
the
Flower,
ter, Mrs. Achorn, has returned home.
cess.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry and ”1 Feel the Good Tanlac Is
Specials,
1 5c
Mrs. Flora Athearn and Miss Sarah
Preparations for the joint display by
Miss Edith Lawry of Friendship called
Smith returned from Camden Tues
the American Iris society and the CoSTUDLEY’S
day, where they were guests of Mr.
Doing Me Clear To «My
on Mr. and Mrs. Chester Bennett
_
’lunibus Iris society, held In Columbus,
MUSIC
DEPT.
and Mrs. Frank Hall.
TAARYGRAHAM
B
ONNER
.
led
to
a
discussion
the
other
day
of
Tuesday.
. corilib"I it vniurt mwxpapu unionMr. and Mrs. George Roberts of
Fred Burns and daughters Maude and
Headquarters for
Finger Tips,” Says Nashua
the origin of this beautiful flower,
Rockland spent Thanksgiving in town,
Millicent were at John Rines' Sunday.
Brunswick Phonographs I
i Prof. A. C. Hotles of tlie department
the guests of Capt. and Mrs. E. S.
Reginald Monahan is home.
NICK AND NANCY.
and Record*
Woman.
■
of
horticulture
of
Ohio
State
unlverRoberts.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott and Mr.
125-tf
....
„
,,
i,,v»
Mty
told
tills
story,
according
to
the
T. E Libby arrived from Boston
and Mrs. J. A. Rlties motored, to
"Every year, said Isancy, we ha\e
'
I. n ,
.Columbus Dispatch:
Thursday.
Rockland Saturday evening.
u talk thia way with all of our friends.
1
"After what Tanluc has done for me
..
It was the lust of the six days of
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Butler of Rock
Clarence Black of Wollaston, Mass,
Then they sometimes write letters to
'
land were in town the past week,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson of Round I can’t lelp praising it.” said Miss us and, ..
.
I.
»
i„i,
creation. A rainbow wag above the
they tell us which stories aie
____
eplled by the death of Mrs. Butler’s
Pond and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith of Emma Blanchard, 45 Gilman St., , . ,
,
, ,, u
hi-,, thu earth nnd on this rainbow sat a group
their
favorites
and
which
they
like
tlie,
,
“
mother, Mrs. Lorinda Smith.
Portland have been recant guests of Nashua, N. H.
I of angels. Casting their eyes around
Floyde Hopkins of Bangor was in
their parents, Mr. and Mr.- T. T,
.invar and over the vast universe they dlsAbout
a
year
ago
I
underwent
an
’
So
many
of
them
have
such
differi
town this week to attende the funeral
Black.
...... .. covered far below them this new world Dr*. T. L. & Ruth McBeatk
have, that we
.
services of her grandmother.
Miss Ella Mank, who has been vis operation, following which 1 was in a ent tavorites, just as we ...
and were charmed by the beauty of
Fernando Philbrick of Rockland,
„„,i
iting Mrs. Gould, has retui^ed home. badly run down condition. M.v ap find, when counting up the tavorites,
Osteopathic Physician*
, . ,
,1 , ,
i„ „ Us mountains, Its trees, Its lakes and
who has been in town for a few days,
Mr. and Mrs. Reddington Miller, petite was very poor, nothing looked that a most every kind of a story is a
,
,
Its
plains,
U
UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, VAINS
returned Friday to his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Miller and Mr. good of tastted right to me, and no favorite with some one.
'
. ... ... „„„
"The eurth was filled with all manHOURS: 3:00 A M. TO 4:00 P. M.
The subject of the leson sermon for
and Mrs. James Mank were at the
"There are mauy who like the uni-1
matter how careful I was about my
, . ,
. .
,,,
ner of strange animals, and yet among EVENINGS A SUNDAY8 BY APPOINTMENT
Sunday at the Christian Science So
village recently.
mal stories best.
We like to hear ,
„ ”
•
,
TELEPHONE 133
1-M
.
,
,
. .
. , ,, „„ tthem walked something so beautiful
ciety will be “Ancient and Modern.”
Miss Myrtle Reever is visiting Miss j eating, my food always gave me in- what
the animals have to tell us, for ,
that
even
the
angels
marveled
at
the
Mrs. Lorinda Smith, widow of
Linda Vannah, Winslow's Mills.
digestion. My back hurt me con- all the things we hear of the animals
Franklin Smith, aged 77 years, died
DAVIS & STURM
I handiwork of God, for they saw, with
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler, Mrs. R. Miller stantly, I had awful headaches tnd 1
are quite, quite true.
Nov. 20, at her home, after an illness
and Mrs. L. L. Mank became members
in the Garden of Eden, Adam and his
Chiropractors
spells
of
dizziness
and
was
terribly
“
Their
stories
are
simply
translated
of only a few days. She was the
of the Women’s Relief Corps Satur
wife, Eve.
Palmer School Graduate*
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Me
day. Mrs. N. W. Rines also attended nervous. My sleep never seemed to, for us so we can understand their I “Marveling at the sight of such
servey and was born in Appleton. She
rest me. and I felt weak and tired out , language. And the bird stories are I great beauty and wishing to share this 400 MAIN STW ROCKLAND, MAIN*
the meeting.
favorites with many.
is survived by her daughter, Mrs. Hat
Hour*: 2 to 5 P. M Dally;
Mrs. Harvey Cline and son Clar all th* time.
I with other friends, they called many
4.30 to 7.30 Munday, Wednesday and Saturday
tie Hopkins, who has made her home
"Then the Fairies, snd the Elves,
ence. Sanford Maker . and Chester
“I am now on my third bottle , of
,
other
angels
to
their
lookout
upon
the
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
1U-N
with her mother for many years and
nnd the Brownies, nnd the Gnomes,
Wall of Spruce Head were at Chester
Tanlac and the good it hag aready ,
rainbow, and these angels In turn
who tenderly pared for her during her
Bennett's Friday.
Witty Witch and old Mr. Olrnt have
I cnlled others, until finally the weight
illness. She is also survived by three
Mrs. Winchenbaugh of West Waldo- done m*
astonishing. 1 have such many friends, too,
DR. C D. NORTH
was great and tlie rainbow cracked.
other daughters, Mrs. Mary C. Arey
boro is caring for Mrs. Austin Miller an appetite now I can hardly eat
"Some like the stories of the pigs
But
they
did
not
know
that
the
rainPhysician
andX Ray Operatol
of this town, Mrs. Lillian Julian of
enough to satisfy It. and 1 no longer! best, und of tlie other barnyard crea
and son.
Connecticut and Mrs. Sarah Butler
nSFICE. IS Boeek Etrwt. ROCKLANB
George Emerson of Liberty is visit suffer from indigestion. The pains tures. Others have said ’.hey like how had cracked, and so they contin
of Rockland, and a step son, George
have left my back and I am free from I
OFFICe HOURS: UatH • a. a.
ued to call other angels. Suddenly
ing his cousin, Henry Orff.
My j stories of flowers and butterflies, and the rainbow broke Into thousands of
te S:M MU 7sK I* »:M a. a.
Smith of Whitinsville, Mass. De
Christmas trees are being cut in this headaches and dizzy spells.
others
like
winter-time
stories.
TELEPHONE 711
M-N
nerves have quited down, 1 sleep ever
ceased was of a retiring disposition,
locality.
pieces and fell to earth.
"So we have added up all tl.e favor
having a great love for her home, a
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Rines were so much better and I feel the good of
"Lovers of flowers know that It was
ites and we have found that the ani
Tanlac to my finger tips.”
devoted and loving mother and a kind
in Friendship Tuesday.
the Iris that received these bits of
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
hearted neighbor. She will be greatly
Miss Olive Goodine of Stillwater,
Tanlac is sold in Rockland by Cor mals had more friends than any of, the rainbow and that is why Its colors
Diseases of the Eye;
missed, not only in the home, but
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. ner-Drug Store; In Washington by F. tlie others.
are so delicate and so numerous?’
among her circle of friends. Mrs
Levi Hutchins, has returned home.
“
And
we
love
the
animals
best,
too.
|
Refractions, Etc.
L. Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S.
Smith was a faithful and interested
Fred Burns and John Rines were at
For the uniinal stories are jus: as1
407 MAIN STREET
Hopkins;
In
Vlnahaven
by
F.
M.
member of Lafayette Carver Corps,
Back Cove Sunday.
trite as they can he. and It Is n'ce WORLD PRODUCTION OF GOLD
He*r»: 0 I* 12 A. M.j I t* 0 P. B.
which order attended the services that
tee. 21 Fill*** 8troet. Tel. Mi-1.
The Social Club met with Mrs. M. White; In South Thomaston by L. O. to hear what the animals really do. I
ORIet TtleVhcai 4M-W.
were held Tuesday at 2 o’clock at the
Coftin last Thursday with seven mem Hanley. E. W. Crle. Criehaven and by
"But there are so mauy other fa Figure* Given by the Director of the
tinily residence. Rev. C. H. B.
bers present. The meeting was called the leading druggists in every town.
Mint Show Enormous Amount of
vorites that we think we would like;
>r liger, pastor of Union church officiDR. F. S. POWERS
to order by Vice President H. Rines.
Metal Mined.
to go on having all sorts of stories,
ted. The floral tributes were beauClippings and items of interest were
Dentist
different stories every night of differ'
-----uful. The bearers were: A. O. But
read. ' There were readings by A.
British Exiles in Ho'icnd.
ent
things.
Since
Columbus
landed
In
America,
ORTHODONTIA
«tnU,kt*il« tMtk)
ler, H. T. Arey, Freeman and Alston
Waltz, L. Brackett, F. Scott; conun
“On this spot Ihed. taught and
HARVARD DENTAL COLLE0R
“Every once in a while we want according to statistics assembled by GRADUATE
Roberts. Interment was made in the
drums. O. Studley: guessing contest. died John Itoblnson, 161 1-1625’’—so
299 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Snar Block............... Foot ot Part Stmt
ily lot at Carver’s cemetery.
H. Rines. Refreshments were served reads the inscription on a simple plate to hear some of out' old favorites, the director of the mint, the world Me*
Haora; I It 12; I la L
TEL. 74I-M.
The Thanksgiving masked ball, giv
The next meeting will be Dec. 1, with in the wall of a picturesque little again, like Porky Pig and Sammy Sau-, production of gold through 1919
sage, and Red Top, the Booster.
i amounted to more than % billion troy
en in Memorial hall, Thursday evening
Mrs. H. Rines.
house In the old town of Leyden.
"And so we think it would be fun < ounces. The estimated amount is the
was a success and well attended
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
Mrs. Lucy Mank, who is nearing her
SOLD BY
Arion Orchestra of ten pieces was ex
eighty-sixth year, is quite an active Here every year many Americans and to have stories of all the creatures pos- equivalent of 29,448.92 tons of the
75 MAIN 8TREET, THOMASTON
ceptionally fine.
The prizes were
lady, having husked about ten bushels English people come to see the spot Bible, und hear about as many differ- { precious metal, occupying 49,100.85
awarded as follows: Ladies, first, to
cubic feet, and worth more than 17% I
of the New York Flint corn recently. where lived not only John Robinson.
Haura—Uatll II a.; I tat; ItalLA
William Bradford. William Brewster
Lantrey Smith as ’’’Maggie;” second.
billions of dollars.
Ttltoheaa 141-3
Virginia Black, "Riding Girl;” third,
and other men edurnled at Cambridge,
3-tf
j This tremendous volume of gold
Facts About Violins.
Rita Greenlaw, "Butterfly;” gents,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
' must he measured by n bigger unit
Some people are possessed of the but also many other British exiles
irst. Max Conway as “Jiggs;” second,
1 than the gold dollar if its magnitude
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Idea that the more scars, cracks and mostly from the triangle between the
Arthur Pears, "Weary Willie;" third,
is to be appreciated. If gold were
disfigurements
they are in an old vio rivers Aire and Trent and Humber.
George Stracham and Edward Lind
Osteopathic Physician
I cast in gigantic “dollars" one foot
lin the more valuable it is. The con They had refused to .’’.’ke their religion
sey as “Ku Klux Kian.”
from
the
English
court,
and
ha:!
been
IS
SCHOOL
STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
thick and having a diameter of approx
OWL’S HEAD
trary is true. In the case of genu
Pauline Patterson was home from
Hojrc 9:00 A. M. ta 4:0t P. M.
imately 18 feet 9 inches, each would
;ockland to spend Thanksgiving with
ine old Cremona vgflins, preservation driven from their homes into the
Evaninn by Appoiotiaakt
Dutch republic, where conscience was
, weigh 165.85 tons and be worth 100
her parents, Mr. and Mrs A. U. PatTclapkaaa 323.
1-M
Mrs. Grace Sylvester and Mrs. Hat enters largely into their value. The
free.
Most
of
.tlietn
stayed
12
years
million
dollars.
The
world
’
s
gold
pro

terson. ,
more perfectly preserved they are, the
tie
Colamy
of
South
Blue
Hill,
who
tn
Holland
nnd
then
sailed
In
the
All next week Arthur Lamb will
duction since 1492 would make 177
greater prices they command.
Vio
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
clean and press ladies' and gents’ have been guests of Capt. and Mrs. lins with the beautiful Cremona var Speedwell from Delfshaven to Ply
such "dollars” a^nl leave more than
suits for $1. Telephone 69J, Rockland Chester, have returned to their homes. nish in a fine state of preservation are mouth, where they joined other Brit
DMta: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
1 half enough for another. If stacked,
—adv.
therefore, these gargantuan coins
OMaa Hears: I ta 3 aitU 7 ta 3 P. M.
Raymond Tolman of Matinicus spent especially sought by connoisseurs. Vio ish exiles in the Mayflower August 1.
SO?ill
would form a tower 18 feet 9 Inches • aalUaaea uatll 3 A. M. aad by Appemtaa*
Thanksgiving with friends here.
linists who wish to preserve the value
In diameter, more tlian 177 feet high.
TELLFHONES: Raaldaaaa, 41-4; OMea. I4S.
GREEN’S ISLAND
Thursday Lyford Young fell about of their violins should take pains to
M-St
Since 1905 the average annual world
Wonderful Is Human Skin.
2 feet from a ladder at Jameson's keep them in perfect repair, and to
production would have added about
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins returned
wliie
all
dust
and
resin
off
the
violin
The
human
sfcln,
which
forms
a
four and a half of these “dollars” to
home last Sunday afer an absence of wharf onto their lobster car and after usiup.—Exchange.
DR. J. C HILL
protective covering over the whole
“We Have Added Up.”
four weeks. Mr? Robbins underwent sprained his right ankle badly.
the stack each year, but In 1918 and
jf
tlie
body,
consists,
of
two
layers,
The
following
program
was
rendered
Tauidanea
and Offies, 268 Main
a serious operation at Knox Hospital.
Leisure Hours Reveal Much.
t the Ingraham Hill school in Owl’s
in outer one nnd an Inner one. The ent things as we can, with some of 1919, the latest two years for which Jffice Hourai
Before returning home Mr. and Mrs
Rockland, Ma.
our old friends appearing from time tu I statistics are complete, the output
You cannot tell from a person’s oc •piderniis, or outer skin. Is so conRobbins were guests of Mrs. Elmira Head Wednesday, by the scholars untime, and perhaps more animal stories would have made less than four of the 0 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.| 6 to 5 P. M.
ler
tbe
direction
of
Miss
Helen
SleepHenderson at Glencove and Mrs. Mary
cupation what sort of man he is. jtrueted that no moisture from out190 million-dollar pieces each year.ISS-tt
Noyes at Vinalhaven. Mrs. Robbins r, the children taking their parts ex- One's occupation is not always a mat lide can penetrate It so long ns the than any others.
”\Ve mean by animal stories, too, Natlonnl Geographic Bulletin.
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton eptionally well, and the two dia- ter of hi.; own choice. We take such iktn Itself Is not torn or cut. At the
Gilley, Rockland, while Mr. Robbins •gues. “Mrs McCarty Buys a Hat.” work as ,ve can get and not always the mine time the pores of the skin are not only the stories of Dig animals, hut
SMERYB. HOWARD, D.D.S.
nd Mrs. Newlywed’s Thanksgiving
of the whole animal world, which InInsistent Fish Tale,
was in the hospital.
work we most like.
On the other 10 formed that the sweat is freely
Edgar Young and Winfred Lord Dinner” were very amusing:
eludes the birds and the different little
“My! Robert,’ ^aid a Park avenue
"Welcome.” Violet McKenzie; song, hand you can alwayj estimate a hu lischnrged through the skin, thus ven- living creatures. For birds, dear little ' "'He to her husband, recently, “do
substituted at the lighthouse during
DENTIST
School: "The Festival Month," Hazel man being from the ose he makes of Jlating the hotly nnd keeping it nt
the keepers absence.
there could be a dead rat
singing, bright feathered creatures! J00
Bradford Bray and William Barter Tolman; “What November Brings,” his leisure. The real tendencies and on even teinpemMire. If someone
our walls? The smell is
that they are are favorites with i in one
spent Tuesday evening at the light Idgar Colson; "Dialogue.” Albert and standards of a man are clearly re could invent a tfinterial possessing man
« ••
very had. I have hunted all over the 407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
house.
lice Cassidy; "A Beautiful World,” vealed oy the use he makes of his leis fiie properties of tlie human skin, a
“And,” said Nick, "let’s ask all the l,lace’ and J «»“’» Imagine what else
Beatrice Chippendale; “I’m Glad,” ure. Then it Is that we reveal our material which would keep out nil
eou'd be.
lOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORfi
“The Best Day,” Arthur Collins; selves according to our natural tastes; moisture, however heavy the down boys and girls who know of us tc
It is possible,” said the husband.
’Our Country," Earl Moore,' Walter ,hen It !s ,hnt (hose wh(> obseIve us pour of rain, nnd yet allow the free write and tell us which have tieen
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
And
he
went
out
on
the
hack
porch.
And
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Hall, William Harvey, Elmer Mont- cail tel, w„at our stun(lar,ls rea|.
•scape of the bent and moisture of their favorite stories lately.
The
odor
seemed
to
be
particularly
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, D£.
tomery; Thanksgiving Joys?’ Law- ^Nlcholas Murray Butler.
he 1 ’■ h • '.. r-ine would he made. well give them our address once strong there.. Closer inspection re
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
rcnce Herrick; Thanksgiving Song,”
more,
LARGING.
vealed
that
the
trouble
could
apparent

Yiolet McKenzie, Frances King, Mil
“Boys and girls'. Please address all
dred and Jessie Nahlor; “A Turkey’s
your letters to Mary Graham Bonner, ly be pinned down to an old coat. 370 Main St. Rockland, Ma.
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. P20.
Soliloquy," Janet R. Nevin; “In No
607 West One Hundred and Thirty- Closer examination of this old coat
vember,” Richard Golding; “Why I’m
seventh Streat, New York City. And revealed a small fish in the last stages
Thankful,” Alfred Young, Clarence
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
then inside The envelope begin youi of decay. Then the husband remem
iolding, Eddie Hall; "Thinking,” Earl
bered that when he was fishing he had
K. B. 8IL8BY. Suroeea
letters
to
either
of
us,
or
to
both
of
Moore; “The Pilgrim,” Dot* King, An
put the fish in his pocket until he could
us.
We
love
to
hear
from
you.
Do
sel Wooster; "November Woods," ElX-KAT Operator
wude to the hank and deposit It in his
write us! t
aer Montgomery; "Indian Lullaby,”
U SVMMEK STREET, I0CXLAI*
bucket.—Iudiauapolls News.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
in many a sharp struggle
Tade 7, Beatrice Chippendale, Chris“And boys and girls, we've some
TELEPHONE 12>
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ine Curtis, Janet R. Nevin, Freda
against serious developments.
thing to tell you! You know we're too
Warning Concerning Cancer.
Herrick; "Grandpa Turkey’s Advice,"
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
fond of animals to hurt them nnd
Dr. Albert J. Ochsner urges in the
Mildred Nahlor; “Who Gives Us Our
GEORGE W. FOSTER
bully them, and we want as many of Annuls of Surgery the Importance of
Thanksgiving Dinner,” Freda Herrick;
any business day during office hours.
you as possible to promise you'll do taking every precaution against can
.Mrs. McCarty Buys a New Hat,” MarDealer in Pianos
some of the things we’re going to do.
cer infection, notwithstanding the fact
c ret Everett, Christine Curtis; "Pil
Anodyne:
“The first is that you'll never make tlint its infectiousness has not been
8AFE
DEPOSIT
BOXES
FOR
RENT
grims,” Jessie Nahlor, Robert Alley,
Fine Tuning
a horse wear a tight check-rein, nnd proved. Wise precaution can do no
George Golding. Frances King, Albert
you'll
try
to
keep
others
from
doing
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Street. Tel. 572-M
Cassidy; "Mrs. Newlywed's Thanks
harm, while it may do an endless
so, for you know you wouldn't wunt amount of good, because in .case tlie
giving Dinner,” Earl Moore, Howard j
your head- held up like that, and disease is due to infection every addi
t’arr, Beatrice Chippendale and Janet j
Doctor's Prescription
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
' neither would we.
Nevin.
tional case is a menace to others. He
Internal and External
“
Second,
we
hope
you'll
promise
that
Attorney at Law
considers the most convincing argu
100 years of Success
MAYBE SHE SAW YhE POINT
when you grow up you won’t go hunt ment of the Infectiousness of cancer
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PBACTIOI
Many a volunteer nurse in re
ing for the sake of limiting. There is to be found In the studies of Smith,
431 RIAIN STREET I : ROCKLANO, Ml.
mote sections has given heart
no sport In killing. And we’ve heard who claims that cancer in plants is rslaskeses—OMss. 4SR. Haase. (Rt-W. 33-43
But,
Whether
or
Not,
Clergyman
Had
felt praise to this grand old
that the deer trembled when they due to a micro-organism which he has
Decidedly the Best of Fussy
anodyne. Its timely use insures
heard that the hunting season had be been able to Isolate and cultivate, and
Old
Lady.
L. R. CAMPBELL
epeedy relief and safety against
gun and that men were coming for which produces cancer when Inocu
complications. Generation
them with guns. We heard how tlie lated upon healthy plants.
A rather lussy old lady in New Eng- ’
aftergeneration of happy users
Attorney at Law
mothers looked at their children, and
laud once sailed upon her pastor with
have proved it to bo the great
how they said, looking at them so lov
S
sm
I
sI Attsstlee Is Probsts Msttars
X-Ray Dangers.
a gr;> vaiict. The good mall's neck- j
est of all family remedies for
ingly and turning their pleading eyes
<73
MAIM
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• ROCKLANB. MR.
An
unexpected
danger
from
X-rays
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
bauds were too long for her ideas of
toward the great woods:
bus been reported to the Parts Acad
Grippe, Cramp.s, Colic, Chills,
ministerial humility, and, after a long
“ ‘Don’t come here with your guns! emy of Sciences.
It appears that
Strains, Cuts, Burns, Etc.
hain.tgue on the sin of pride, she in- ,
EDWARD K. GOULD
We want to live. We are tiappy. We these rays may not only produce in
All dealers. 25 and 50 cents.
,'7
tiu.uted that she had brought a pair
care for others. Don't make us lonely jury in tlie workers themselves, but
of scissors witli her, and would be
Attorney
at
Law
and sad because you think it is that they may penetrate walls and
pleased if her dear pastor would per
sport!’ ”
ceilings of buildings, with risk to the
mit tier to cut them down to her no- .
“Third, do promise us that you'll dwellers in houses adjoining the X-ray CORNER TILLSON AVb. aad MAIN STMCBV
tioin, of propriety.
never let any dog of yours have his laboratories. Lead sheathing for the
The pastor laid not only listened '
tall or ears cut for style. It does hurt laboratory walls and ceilings Is rec
ARTHUR L. ORNE
patiently, nut bail handed over the
them terribly,mo matter what any one ommended as a safeguard.
offending neckbands to be operated
else may say.
i Insurance
upon. She had cut them down to her
Greenland Radio Station.
“Please promise us these three
la A. A CrstlM A Sa.
satlsf.c.>ion nnd returned the bibs:
Have you ever thought of your local merchants at butinet*
things, as we have promised them.
A radio station lias been proposed
it wus the pastor's turn.
adviser*? Have you ever realised that when you buy of them
117
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STREET
t » ! ROOKLANS. MAIHR
! And do write to us, for we love to hear for Greenland which would bring It
Get Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets
“Now,” he said, “you must, If you
you get the benefit of their friendihip and advice—that often
; from you.”
Into contact with the outside world
please, do me a favor.”
A. G MOORE
times they can and will protect your purchases by telling you
during the winter months. It is esti
That is the joyful cry of thousands
“Certainly, doctor.
What can It
mated that such a station for direct
since Dr. Edwards produced Olive
plain facte about merchandise?
i
PIANO TUNER
be?”
Easy.
Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
communication with Copenhagen, Den
I'"
1
"Well, you have something about
Mother—You had better not have mark, would cost about $2,000,000,
Dr. Edwards, a practicing physician
WMjte the MsIm HmIs Cm*IH
When you buy out of town you usually deal with strangers who
you tlint is a deal too long, and that
for 17 years and calomel’s old-time
another piece of chicken. You must and for intercourse with Iceland nnd
are interested chiefly in getting your money. True, they give
causes me no end of trouble. I should
enemy, discovered the formula for Olive
leave room for the cake.
Canada, about $250,000.—Popular Me —
1
■
Tablets while treating patients for
you something for it; but if they would talk it over with you aa
like to see It shorter.”
Nancy—Oh, the chicken can move chanics.
chronic constipation and torpid livers.
“What is it?" nsked the old lady.
freely at your local dealer does, there are many times when your
over a little.—Toledo Blade.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets do not
“Here are the scissors; use them as
purchase would be differently and more economically made.
contain calomel, but a healing, soothing
you please."
Catarrh—Headache, Head Colds,
vegetable laxative.
"Come, then,” continued the pastor.
Just think it over and give your local dealer a chance to be your
No griping is the “keynote” of these
Eczema
“Good sister, put out your tongue I”—
his paper Reach« the DR KIDDER'S MENTHOL BALM gives quick 3 Alito Trucks for moving
little sugar-coated, olive-colored tab
fiiend. He'll thank you for the opportunity, and you will
and long distance hauling of
relief,
is
simple
tu
use
Compounded of tlie
lets. They cause the bowels and liver to
Philadelphia Ledger.
PEOPLE OF PUR.
profit by it
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Dollar Insurance

MOVING

act normally. They never force them
to unnatural action.
If you have a “dark brown mouth”—
bad breath—a dull, tired feeling—sick
headache—toroid liver—constipation,
you’ll find quick, sure and pleasant re
sults from one or two of Dr. Edwards’
Olive Tablets at bedtime.
Thousands take them every night just
to keep right. Try them. 15c and 30c.

You Can Talk to Practically
All the People hi the Town
THROUGH THIS PAPER

TRADE AT HOME

Support the Town that SupportsYou

T

purest materials,

containing no Injurious or

liiiblt-formlng drugs
Sample sent upon re
CHASING POWER Io quest.
For sale by all drugglsis or direct to
you
In
plain
wrapper
on
receipt of price—23c
This Neighborhood Mora Effec

SAMUIL KIDDKIt «r CO., INC. Boston. 29
Muss
.
Established
18U4.
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tively Than Any Other Medium,
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Their Attention Can Afford to carries the home news ot Knox count]
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many foreign lanaa.

all kinds.
We move you anywhere in
New England.
You save
Crating, Time and Money.
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Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland for
Eight above was what the elements I
Profit Was a Decidedly Secondary
It may be that you have been trying to find something
ziugusta, A §7 (K) a. m., 17 30 a m . *1.4-5 p m.
handed out to us Friday morning
Bangor. A|7.(K)a. m . t7 30 a in . fl.45 p in.
that would help your stomach trouble. Have you ever used
Consideration With Thia Re
which is cold enough for the first at- |
Bath, A §7.00 a. nr, 17/10 a. in . |l 4> P
markable Mississippi Negro.
A$4.30p.m
tack, we say.
Boston . AJ7.00 a. in.. 17.30a ni . tl 45 p m.
Mr and Mrs. B. R. Witham spent I
Brunswick. A §7.00 a to. f’30 «». in., tl 4»p in
Allen J. Krebs, a native Mississip
Thanksgiving with the Morgan family.
T^ewiiton. A57.OOa.ni .17,30 a. m.. tl.lip m
New York, tl 15 p m.
The usual winter church supper and
pian,
who
lives
in
Atlanta,
has
a
story
It is the result of the work of an expert Chemist who for fifteen years tried to find a pre- - VMX
Mrs. McCumber Avoided a Serious Po»tland.A57 00 a. in.. t7.30 a in . f 1.45p m.
fair is to be held in the Grange hall
he likes to tell about an old negro
Waterville. A§7.00 a. tri. 17 30 a in. tl.45p.m.
paration that would cure him of nervous indigestion, and its accompanying Sour Stomach. Palpi- tui«>V
Woolwich. }7.00a. m.. t"-30 a. in . tl.45p-tn.'
Operation by Taking Lydia E.
Thursday, Dec. 8. The usual good I tation of the Heart, Gassy Flatulence, Belching of Wind, Sick Headache, Dizziness and Pains in the Right
friend who came to him one day
{1.30 p. tn.
things will be found on the tables in
Side resembling appendicitis, caused by malassimilation of food. It is never too late to try. Don't fail to
Pinkbam’s Vegetable Com
when he lived in Mississippi and
t Daily, except Sunday
{Sunday onl7the dining hall and an unusual display
send for a free sample. Large Hospital size bottles $1.50; good sized bottles, 50c, at all druggists, or by
asked for a loan that would enable
A PassengurJ provide own ferriage between Wool
pound in Time
of aprons and fancy articles will be | mall post paid $1.50 and 52c.
wich
and
Bath.
him to go into business.
found in the hall above. „ Plan to buy
----------------------t>. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
Bought at all drug stores, or sent
“Ah been workin’ fur somebody else
your Christmas gifts at this time. An
Georgetown, Ill. —“After my first »-2'.-2i v.p.&Gen iMsr. Ueo i Passenger Act.
direct,
price
26
cents
a
bottle.
all mall life,” he said, "an' Ah wants baby was born I suffered so wiljh my
entertainment is to be given in the
evening which will be worth the price |
to go out an’ he mail own boss des
left side that Pcould
of admission whatever that may be.
PRIEST’S PHARMACY, Bangor, Me.
not walk across the Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
once.”
• Our Village Improvement Associa- I
floor unless I was all
“Well, Uncle Rilly,” replied Mr.
BANGOR LINE
tlon Is making rapid strides toward
Please send me free sample of PRIEST’S INDIGESTION
humped over, hold
Krebs, “I think that is a laudable am
FALL SCHEDULE
financial success. Our street lights
ing
to
my
side.
I
doc

bition, and I am going to help you.
POWDER, and I will give it a triad.
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
are to be with us in the near future
tored with several
am glad to see you darkies doing
and needed improvements will be |
doctors but found no
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursday! and
something for yourselves. What are
forthcoming in good time.
relief and they said Saturdays at 8pm, for Boston.
Name................................Address..................................
—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays
you thinking of doing?"
Mrs. Helen Rackliff, who has been I
I would have to have andReturn
Fridays at 5 p nt.
“Well, sur,” said the old man,
under a physician’s care for the past |
an operation. My
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
few weeks, is able to be about again.
mother insisted on Saturdays at 5 a m., Camden 5 45 a in., Bel
brightening considerably, "Ah fin's All
The next meeting of Forget-Me-Not I
my taking Lydia E. fast 7 15 a. m„ Bucksport 9 a. m., Winterport
kin buy wood cross de ribber at a
a m . due Bangor 10 a m.
Pinkbam’s Vegeta 9.30
Chapter, O. E. 8. is the annual meeting
Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sa>dollar a cord. All All has to do is to
ble
Compound
and
I
and there will be plenty of business
urdiyi
.it 2 i> in, w nt®rport 2.45 p m.,
lighter it across and sell it right here
to transact. A good attendance is |
soon found relief. Now I can do all my Bucksport 3 30 p. in., Belfast 5 p m., Camden
6
15
p.
m
, Rockland 8 p. m , due Boston fol
in
dis
town.
”
Elmo
own work and it is the Vegetable Com'
hoped for.
As wood was selling nt $5 a cord pound that has saved me from an opera lowing morning about 7 a nr
The milkmen of the town have had'
MT. DESERT AND BLUE HILL LINES
in Natchez, Mr. Krebs thought favor tion. I cannot praise your medicine too
their cows tested by the State exam
Bar Harbor Line—Bluehill Line
ably of the venture and let Uncle Rilly highly and I tell all of my friends and
Leave RocKland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
iner and all were given a clean bill of ]
neighbors what the Compound did for Saturdays at 5 a m. for Bar Harbor, Bluehill
have
the
$300
to
start
the
business.
health.
The dealers are: Arthur ]
©, Western Newspaper Union.
A month later Mr. Krebs went down me.”—Mrs. Margaret McCumber, ! and way landings
Pierce, Orrin Pierce, John Pierce,
27 S. Frazier St., Georgetown, Illinois.
»»tura-U.ie
Harbor l p. m, Bluehill
THE
HEROIC DEED OF “OLD to the riverfront, und there was Uncle
j 12.30 p. m , Tuesdays, Thursdays and KaturW. E. Graves, Ulysses Calderwood, |
Mrs.
McCumber
is
one
of
the
unnum

,
days
fur
Rockland
and
way landings.
Charles Butler and G. C. Putnam
Rilly just arriving with a lot of splen
MAN” RICHARDS
bered thousands of housewives who ; At Boston connection is made with the Met
ing her tail over her back rakishly. I
■----All next week Arthur Lamb will |
PUSS AND TIIE INK
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
did looking wood.
struggle to keep about their daily tasks,
clean and press ladies' and gents’
Then Puss sat down In front of the j One of the hottest Indian fights In
‘How are getting along, Uncle wnile suffering from ailments peculiar New York via the Cape Cod Canal.
, F S. SHERMAN, Supt
R S. SHERMAN. Agt.
mirror
and
began
to
wash
her
face,
I
frontier
history
was
the
Battle
of
suits for $1. Telephone 69J, Rockland. |
Billy?” asked Mr. Krebs.
to women with hackache, sideaches,
USS had a pure white coat and
Rockland
Rockland
—adv.
"Des fine, des fine, cap’n,” he re headaches, bearing-down pains and ner
she was very proud of her line then licked her coat and all the time ; Adobe Walls In the Texas Panhandle
vousness,—and if every such woman
looks, so proud that her friend Toby she kept her eyes on the mirror, won- in 1874. The Adobe Walls consisted plied.
Vinalhaven and Rockland
dering why she had <ot found It be- | of several huts, and two or three
“What are you gettln’ for wood like should profit by her experience and give
Dog called her vain.
EAST UNION
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
fore.
stores
surrounded
by
a
stockade,
and
Steamboat Co.
that now?”
One day when everybody was out
pound a trial they would get well.
Now Toby Dog had seen Puss go it was headquarters for a party of
“All git a dollar 'er cord,” answered
Miss Annie Going has returned to Puss ran upstairs anil began to look
The
direct route between
the old man.
Belfast after spending the summer at out for a nice soft place to take a nap. upstairs, and, wondering what she was hunters who killed buffaloes.
ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
up
to,
he
followed
and
arrived
at
the
The
Indians
saw
with
dismay
the
‘Why, you idiot," said Mr. Krebs,
her old home here.
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT AND
She selected the sofa In the library,
SWAN'S ISLAND
Raymond Jones has bought the Ur and was Just about to Jump up on It door Just in time to see Puss switch destruction caused by the white men. “don’t you know you can't pay a dol
ban Trask place at South Hope and is when something on the big desk at ing her tall In front of the mirror.
They resolved to destroy the Adobe lar a cord for wood, bring it across the
Winter Arrangement
moving his family there.
Toby softly stepped back and Walls and kill the hunters before they river and sell It at a profit for a dol
George Simmons is recovering from tracted her attention. Some one had peeked around the side of the door tiad wiped out the vast herds of bison. lar a cord?”
(Subject to change without notice)
his recent illness.
IN EFFECT 1.30 P. M. MONDAY, OCT. 3IST,
frame, and when he was tired of
Early on the morning of June 27 a
‘Lawil, Cap’n Krebs,” responded
Those who attended the Chautauqua
1921
watching he decided he would frighten war party of Comanches, Kiowas and Uncle Billy, engaged In one of those
at Union last week speak in the high
Leaves Swan’s Islard dally except Sundays
Cheyennes, under the leadership of bewitching smiles tlint characterize
Puss and see her jump.
at 5.30 A M. for Htonltigton, North Haven,
est praise. The lectures were valua
So just as she was standing up to Chief Quannah of tlie Comanches, the race, "Ah ain't looking for no
Vinalhaven and Rockland
ble and pleasing.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 P. M., for
stretch Toby bounded Into the room swept down upon the Adobe Walls. The profit. Ali'm des lookin’ fur busi
Bad colds are quite prevalent about
Vinalhaven. Nutt Haven, Stonington, and
buffalo hunters were awake, however, ness.”—Baltimore American.
with a loud hark.
town.
Kwan’s Island.
Puss jumped and tumbled over, and as the Indians charged the white
W S WHITE,
Irene Watts entertained a party of
General Manager
scratching and clawing as she tried to men with their heavy Sharps buffalo DAISY HAD SELECTED COLOR
her young friends at her home Tues
day afternoon in honor of her 12th
save herself from tumbling oft the guns poured a deadly fire into their
STEAMER CASTINE
birthday. Games were played and
midst. The Indians attacked again And as Might Have Been Imagined
desk.
will resume Winter Service on the
i^>freshments were served. She was
When Puss tumbled over she upset nnd again, hut each time they were
It Was Not Hue Associated
Camden, West Islesboro and Belfast
the recipient of many pretty gifts.
the bottle of red ink and not only did beaten back with heavy loss. Nor did
line
With Funerals.
she get her feet red but the end of her the hunters escape unharmed.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
MATINICUS
tail, and as'she ran out she rubbed
and will run as follows, wind and
Three of them were killed in the
When the wife of Joe Betts, an
weatheQ permitting:
against Toby and daubed him red as first attack, and In one of the stores a Alaliuina darky, died, he mourned her
Leave Camden at 8 o'clock a. m. or on
Did you know that we have a “wire
young man named Thurston was siiot sincerely. "I's going to put a black
well.”
arrival of electric car from Rockland. Leave
less” here on the Island? Sure, we
When their mistress came home they through the lungs. Presently his cry border to my house,” he said to one
West Islesboro at 9 10 a. in , arriving Belfast
| 10.10 a. m
have.. It makes a convenient roostlng- left a plate there und l'uss thought were both punished for getting Into of “Water! Water!’ was heard above
of
his
neighbors.
I
Returning- Leave Belfast 1 30 p m. for
place for the birds.
there might be something to eat on it. mischief.
the din of fighting.
above landings, arriving Camden at 3 45 p in.
And he did. A week later a broad
Wesley Laird has left his Job and
This
boat makes connection at Belfast with
Hut the plate was empty, and Puss
Puss was rather proud of her red
The nearest water was 50 yards band of black outlined the front of
BOM train for Bangor, ll»O with Steamer Goldreturned home.
was about to jump down when site spots; they set off her white coat. Blit away, where a puinp stood in the un his little dwelling.
enrod for Castine and West Brooksville und
In the newspaper reports of the im
stage! for Searsport and dll other towns out
suddenly caught sight of herself in a poor Toby crawled out of sight; he protected open. In tills same store
A couple of years passed. Then
pressive ceremonies attending the
side of Belfast.
mirror
standing
on
the
desk.
was
quite
ashamed.
was
an
old
scout
called
"Old
Man
Come and enjoy our warm cabins. Fare $1 25
one
of
Ids
neighbors,
stopping
to
speak
burial of the Unknown Soldier, there
to Belfast.
Puss
stood
up
and
stretched
herself.
“
I'll
keep
away
from
her
after
Richards.
He
heard
young
Thurston
’
s
.to Joe, found him gazing up at Ills lit
is One significant and outstanding
COOMBS BROS.. MANAGERS.... 129tf
feature, and that is the spontaneous She turned her bend to one side and this,” he said. “She Is so vain she can't cry.
tle black-edged house with an air of
tribute paid the “war president" by the then the other, while she admired her see how funny she looks. Cats are of
“I reckon now,” said "Old. Sian
perplexity.
STATE OF MAINE
vast concourse assembled there. There pretty self.
no use, anyway, only to get us dogs Richards, “I’ll go fetch a bucketful.”
“It lasts well, Joe," said the neigh
KNOX. SS.
“My tall is much longer than the into trouble.”
is no getting iway from it, ye scoffers
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Ju
He took a bucket and tossed it bor, In a tone of sympathy, "but the
dicial Court. lux: !u He held at Rockland,
and unbelievers. Just so surely as day Pussy’s next door," she thought, swing(Copyright)
through the window. A frightened dog black grows a little rusty. You will SMOKE JOGS HUBBY’S MEMORY
within and for said County of Knox, on tho
follows night, Woodrow Wilson will
second Tuesday of January A. D. 1922.
that had been hiding near by followed put on another coat?"
come into his own, and take his place’|
Mrs.
Wiseacre
Pins
Effective
Remind

Edna L. Firth of Rockland, in said County
I
him, whining. Indian bullets cut up
"Yessuh," said Joe. “Daisy Moore,
of Knox, respectfully represent! and gives this
In history as the greatest American of
ers
to
Her
Forgetful
Spouse
’
s
WONDERFUL
NEW
YORK
GIRLS
the ground all about them. The pump she says It needs one other coat of
Honorable Court to he Informed that she was
them ail.
THE
After-Lunch Cigar.
lawfully married to Harold R. Firth at Swan's
was slow. It took two minutes to get paint."
Island, Maine, July 23, A. I) 1917; that she
The lobstermen have been obliged to
AMERICAN'S CREED
English
Visitor
Pays
Tribute
to
Femi

the
water
started
from
the
sunhas
always conducted herself toward her said
“
Daisy
Moore!
Oh!
But
has
she
buy bait this fall, thus piling another
“My husband never forgets anything husband as a faithful, true and affectionate
I believe in the United States
nine Portion of the Country’s
cracked spout. Tlie pump was struck said another coat of black paint.
expense on an industry that was al
wife;
that on March 21 A D. 1918, her said
of America as a government of
any more.” said Mrs. Wiseacre, hcaiu- husband
Great Metropolis.
a dozen times as Richards worked the Joe?”
utterly deserted her and has not
ready carrying about all the expense
the people, by tho people, for the
returned
to her or furnished her any support,
"Uh
!
”
grunted
Joe.
and
then
his
upon
her
friend,
Mrs.
Rooner.
it could stand. 'Most every year they
handle.
people whose Just powers are de
and
has
continued
said utter desertion for three
Tlie New York girl is an energetic
are able to catch their bait in the sur
He pumped on without raising his look of perplexity vanished in a slow I “Wd you t!e a string around ins fin- consecutive years next prior to the filing of
rived from the consent of the gov
this
libel,
and
your
libelant further avers that
grin.
“
I
’
s
going
to
ask
her
tonight,
”
B
er7
”
asked
Mrs.
Rooner.
worker,
and
a
very
cheerful
person
rounding waters, but this year the
head. The dog was. .shot down at his
erned; a democracy in a repub
residence of the libelee Is not known to
I ‘‘oh’ deur' no; returned Mrs Wise-1 !'»;
herring were “non est.”
Into the bargain, declares a writer in feet. A bullet tore his hat from his he added briskly.
lic; a sovereign Nation of many
her and cannot he ascertained by reasonable
Cable for Swan’s Island? Why not
Two days later the sympathetic acre, an air of pity for Her friends diligence; and further that her said husband,
tlie Loudon Daily Express.
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
head. Still he pumped on. At last
lier regardless of his marriage vows and covenants
one for Matinicus? Here is something
one and inseparable, established
Tlie stenographer on her way from the bucket was filled.
He picked neighbor.” passing again, was ’greeted old-l’asliioued idea quite plain in
has been guilty of the crime of adultery com
for our progressive and public-spirit
upon those principles of freedom,
“That's quite nut of date, mitted since said March 21st, with a person
Brooklyn to tlie fiftieth floor of the up his hat, placed it on his head, took bv Joe from a ladder set against the manner.
known to your libelant, since which time your
ed citizens to ponder on. Why not?
equality, Justice and humanity
h))l]se
,
you
know.
Why,
Half
tlie
time
dear
I Woolworth building, always looks hap up the bucket and brought it back to
libelant has in no way cohabited with him
for which American patriots sac
A truly wonderful sight and one to
"How does yo' like It?” he asked, husband is apt to forget what the or condoned his offense;
—
just
as
smiling
and
Channing
py
the
store
without
spilling
a
drop.
rificed their lives and fortunes.
be long-remembered, is Mrs Judson
Wherefore she prays that the bonds of mat
finger for when
as when she is on her way home in There was not a scratch on him.
waving his pnint brush toward the string was around
I therefore believe it is my
rimony now existing between her and her said
Young's preserve closet, in one cor
bund
of
bright
red
glowing
across
he
finds
it
there.
No,
my
dear,
tlie
tlie
evening.
husband he dissolved by divorce; that the care
duty to my country to love it;
“It’s sure some hot out there in tlie
ner of the cellar. Row on row, tier
custody of their minor child, Goldie E.,
Here is tlie difference between the sun.” said “Old Man” Richards as he tlie top of the little house. “Daisy really effective way Is to buy you a nnd
to support its Constitution; to
upon tier, literally hundreds of glass
aged three and one-half years, he given her,
ordinary
London
girl
and
her.
opposite
obey
Its
laws:
to
respect
its
flag;
Moore,
she
picked
It
out.
We
git
little
stock
of
cigars
all
your
own.
and
that
the Court will decree to her u suit
jars filled with the products of farm,
gave the dying Thurston a drink.
able sum of money for the support of said
and to defend it against all ene
number in New York. Mabel, who
; Whenever you have a mission for your minor
orchard and garden, and of the sea.
Picking up his rifle, he took Ills post married next week.”
child.
mies.
_____________ ____
husband, write it on a note and pin it
works In the Strand and lives at Wiui- at a window again without Indicating
Here are peas, string beans, shellRockland, Maine, Nov. 23. 1921
EDNA L. FIRTH.
I tiledon. fades out of the picture after by word or act that he knew he had
Easily Sunk.
In the cigar. Place the cigar in the
beans. corn, tomatoes, and cauliflower;
peaches, plums, pears and pineapple;
her work is done, but Irene, who taps lust come out of tlie Jaws of death.
Another example of German efflcl- pocket witli His own stock and when
STATE OF MAINE
blueberries, strawberries, raspberries
i away "downtown," rushes home by
ency goes by tlie board In the descrip- he goes to take his after-lunch smoke KNOX, 88
Sovember 23, 1921
SOUTH WARREN
Personally
the above named Edna
and blackberries; cucumber pickles
: train or subway, gets into her best
tlon, in the Scientific American, of the he's hound to find it there. lie'll do L. Firth, who appeared
signed the above libel and made
mixed pickles, mustard pickles, chowJapanese Tea-Drinking.
use of the' latest German battleship the job on tlie spot, ami witli tlie note oath that the facts set forth are true
Charles Copeland has had his house clothes, and proceeds to have a good
chow, chili sauce and picallili; jellies, wired for electric lights, Earle and i time.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER,
Tea is associated in the Japanese Raden. a superdrendnnught, ns a tar- right before him lie reallv can't forget
140-8-147
Justice of the Peace.
marmalades, conserves and mince Charles Maxey did the work. The
Her vitality is extraordinary. She mind with (he cult which has grown get in an attack by gunfire from 15- n single item. It’s most effective, my
meat; pickled and spiced herring, sar Grange hall and other houses as far never seems tired, and to see a car up iu ccuuection ,vi.h tea serving. As
inch guns and torpedoes.
dear."—New York Sun.
STATE OF MAINE
dines and mackerel; beef, pork and as the State farm are soon to be.wired.
KNOX, SS.
riage full of New York girls In the to the origin of tlie t *a ceremony, or
Tlie Raden was one of the battle
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court, In Vachicken. Taken all together, they
Mrs. Edna Beals of Philips is visit evening chuckling over “Mutt and Cha-tio-yu, ns it Is railed in the native ships turned over to the allies nt tlie
cation.
Estate of Sophronia D. Farrow
make a magnificent display and I can ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John'
Rockland. November 23, A. D 1921.
Jeff” and tlie scores of comics which language, there are two theories. One time of the armistice to be destroyed.
STATE OF MAINE
vouch for the fact that they taste just Spear.
Upon the foregoing iilwl, Ordered. That the
of them is that in tlie early times the She sank after a comparatively brief KNOX. SK
the
evening
papers
contain
is
a
sight
Libellant
give notice to said Harold R. Firth,
as gqod as they look. In anohter part
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rockland
in
and
for
Horace Lermond is acting as chef
Judicial
Court,
calculated to give the grumpiest of us SuddliiSi priests drank tea In order to bombardment, the 13%-inch belt be said County of Knox, in vacation, on the 23rd day to appear before our Supreme
.
------ ---------of the cellar is a half barrel of pork at the Thorndike in Rockland.
of
November,
In
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
,o
,
holden
at Kockland, within and for the
keep awake during the night service, ing readily perforated at n 10,000-yard
remaining from the famous “Lily,” salt
Mrs. Emma Bucklin has gone to a more cheerful outlook on life.
count.v of Knox, on the second Tuesday of
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one
She always seemed to me to be a end that from this habit the drinking range. This, says the Scientific Amer A certain Instrument, purporting to be the January, A I). 1921, by publishing an at
herring, dandelion greens, tongues and Bath to spend the winter with her
tested copy of said Libel, and this order there
sounds, salt cod and eggs in water- nephew, A. G. Busktin.
thing for admiration, because New of tea became closely connected with ican, seems to dispose of the rather last Will and Testament of Sophronia I) Far on.
three weeks successively in the Courierrow, late of Rockland, iu said County, having
Miss Barbara Jordan of Rockland is York is so big, so utterly bewildering, silent meditation and thereby elevated widely accepted belief that the Ger been
glass.
Add to these, twenty-five
Gazette, a newspaper printed in Rockland, in
presented for probate,
our
County
of Knox, the last publication to be
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
bushels of potatoes and a generous visiting her grandparents, Mr. and and so inhumanly hurried, that a fair to a canon of ceremony. Another man capital ships were possessed of
persons interested, by causing a copy of this thirty days at least prior to said second Tuessupply of squashes, pumpkins, cab Mrs. Albert Jordan.
defensive
qualities
which
exceeded
hypothesis
attempts
to
explain
the
or..v.^
day
of
next, that he may there and
haired slip of a girl, crushed almost
Order to he published three weeks successively
South Warren aun boast of some to death In the subway, yet always igin of the cult, not in religious but is
bage, beets, turnips, carrots, parsnips,
ln our said court appear and show cause,
those of similar ships in navies of the in Ttyp Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published.:
ountv that they may 11 anv he have> why the prayer of said Llbelnt Rockland, in said County
and celery two barrels of apples, one- smart people who have passed the smiling—and always chewing!—is a psychological terms.
It states that world.
•
1 hint should not be granted.
appear at a Probate Court to ..................
he held at- Rockhalf bushel cranberries, plenty of 80th mile stone. There are six within
A. M. SPEAR,
land, In and for said County, on the 20th
the
original
seed
of
the
ten
brought
hard
person
to
frighten.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court.
flour, sugar and other groceries, and a radius of less than a mile. Among
day of December, A. I). 1921, at nine o’clock
Medical Use ol Radium.
She is American—young, hopeful, from China wus planted in the various
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
these
is
Elijah
Harriman,
who
can
in
the
forenoon,
and
show
cause,
if
any
they
pig, ten ducks, and ten chickens yet
The popular supposition thut mosi have, why tlie prayer of tlie petitioner should J Court thereon
provinces of Japan and produced
to be killed, and I’ll say that here is now jump up and crack his heels to and a good thing to have known.
be granted.
:
A,test:
MILTON M GRIFFIN, Clerk
of
the radium now produced Is being not ADELBERT
gether
three
times
better
than
most
slightly
different
varieties
of
tea.
Now
some provision for winter. Jud says,
L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
Estate of Iola W. Vinal
boys
and
Capt.
Edward
Bradford
who
used
for
luminous
watch-dials
ami
A
true
copy,
—
Attest
:
the
court
nobles,
from
their
character

History as She Is Wrote.
“Let the blizzards bliz, and Ellen says,
STATE OF MAINE
HENRY H PAYSON, Register
KNOX, 88
The following choice bits of infor istic fondness for dilettantism, started similar devices is contradicted by Mr 140-8-146
“When I want to get up a meal I is often seen to run without stopping,
At
u
Probate
Court held at Rockland in and
from
his
house
to
the
postofflee
and
mation were gleaned from a history the gent^ amusement of competing In Hamilton Foley, of tlie Standard
don’t have to run A the store after It,
for said County of Knox, on the twenty-second
thinks nothing of walking from here to
thank God.”
day of November ,ln the year of our Lord on®
test in one of the lower grades of the their ability to discriminate the differ Chemical company, of Pittsburgh, whe
Thomaston and hack. One who has
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one, by ad
Uttie question for today: Turkey, passed his 80th birthday we will re Indianapolis schools:
ent varieties of tea and In tracing writes:
journment of the regular term held November
goose, duck, chicken, or what?
"Last year this company produced
15, 1921
“Tlie downfall of Rome was caused their origin. Tlie practice thereafter
frain from naming as no one takes hfm
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
to be a man over 60. Another man, by the lady that set Rome afire.” This developed into an elaborate system over 18 grams of radium, and of till*
last Will and Testament of Iola W Vinal, late
amount only 1.2 grains went lntc
of Thomaston, In said County, having been
although not in this class, celebrated pupil was no doubt slightly confused of etiquette.—East nnd West News.
MATINICUS ROCK
presented for probate, and application having
luminous material. All of the resl
the day of his becoming a grandfather as to the sex of the ruler who fiddled
been made that no bond he requireed of th®
went into the bands of the medical
executor named in the will
More winds and this means we are by standing on his head. We cer while Rome burned.
tainly
are
proud
of
our
men
and
wo

Ordered, That notice thereof he given to.all
profession. Tills company lias madt
B'-md Infusion.
"Tlie downfall was caused because
obliged to remain on the rocks until it
1EUIJLATI0N SIZE WITH NAME
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
men who are well past the four score tlie Romans began to drink tonics."
stops blowing.
In cases where new blood is re more than half of the total supply ol
AND ADDRESS OK MAKER AND
Order to he published three weeks successively
The keepers are busy getting coal years and the "gt-asshopper has not
In The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
“Franklin was tlie first man to feel quired to fill the depleted veins of a radium available in the world at tilt
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
at Rockland, In said County, on the twentietli
under cover and fixing the station up become a burden."
present
time,
and
its
first
thought
if
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
human being. It is not practicable to
electricity."
day of December, A. D 1921. at nine o’clock
for winter. They have a few traps
in the forenoon, und show cause, if any they
"Moses was the king of Rritaln."
use for the purpose the vital fluid of a for the medical profession."—Sclentltii
over, but the chances to haul come far
have, why the prayer of the petitioner should
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
SUNSET
“To help your city if anybody does dog or any. other animal, because it American.
not lie granted.
apart this time of year.
For Pound size
wrong
blame
It
on
yourself."
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
would
act
ns
a
poison,
destroying
life
Birthdays are coming right along.
A true copy,—Attest:
The Swarthmore Chautauqua festi
Postage
ifi
eents
additloaal
"Columbus lived In the U. S. and instead of saving it.
Reveals Defects in Steel.
Little Miss Alice Conary celebrated her
140-8-146
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
Rubbles, cracks and other defect!
Tills Is for the reason that the blood
ninth birthday Nov. 10. This time vals which have been held in town hall sailed all around the world and found
Estate of Herbert W. Pendleton
were
well
attended
and
very
much
America."
there was a cake with nine candles
of a lower animal Is not chemically in steel are made to reveal themselves
NOTICE
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Tlie subscriber hereby gives notice that on
brightly burning and a treat of fruit, enjoyed. The company has signed up
the same ns that of n man. The fact by magnet Ism In a novel way. The
for
another
year.
Postage 10 cents additional
November 15, 1921, he was duly appointed ad
cake and coqoa were served. The
Muzic “Howler*.”
does not seem very surprising, hut tlie block of steel is immersed in petro
ministrator of the estate of Herbert W Pen
Great excitement was aroused here
For each additional KXK) sheets ord
little girl received gifts wrapped in
dleton, late of Warren, in the county of Knox,
The following are some blunders recent discovery that tlie various races leum charged with a quantity of very
ered at same lime, add to the prloe j deceased, and on tills date was qualified to
surprise packages. The ohildren en one day last week when a deer strolled written by some English schoolboys on
through our village.
of mankind differ In respect to tlie tine iron tilings. The residual mag
fill said trust by giving bond as the law directs.
of first 1000, $4.00 and 16 cents post
joyed the event very much. This is
All persons having demands against the es
Capt Arthur Powers has returned examination in music papers: One chemical inake-up of their blood is nelism of tbe steel Is sufficient to at
age for e»ch 1000
the first party with the Conary’s and
tate. are desired to present the same for setboy,
trying
to
explain
the
difference
tract tiie suspended filings, which
undeniably curious.
. tlement, and all indebted thereto are required
we have decided to go again very soon. home from the season’s yachting.
between f and ff wrote: “F means 40,
- to make payment immediately to
mark out lines of force that are liro
Experience has proved that It will
Armistice Day was" observed here.
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
LAWRENCE H DUNN,
therefore ff means SO." Another boy not do to Introduce the blood of a ne ken ami show dark pa I dies over tlie
Everyone assembled just before the
No' cmln r 15, 1921
N‘>v 2»i. Dec 3-10
For Half Pound size
staled
that
lie
learned
“
five
scales
am|
noon hour holding a short but ap
gro Into the veins of a wilite man or defective places.
Estate of Henry L. Russell
Postage
10
cents
additlOMl
one
archipelago,
’
’
obviously
meaning
propriate service which was as fol
vice versa. And the same remark ap
NOTICE
arpeggio. Another, asked what he plies to the Mongol, the Malay and
lows: "Battle Hymn of the Republic,"
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
$2.50
per
500
Sheet*
j
November
15,
1921,
she was duly appointed adsilent prayer for two minutes after the
knew of Signor Foil (the operu "star” the American Indian. In any sue
ministratrix of the estate of Henry L. RusSorrewhit FJimsy.
Postage 10 cents additlosai
noon hour; the Lord's prayer; sing
who died In 1893), wrote: "Signor Foil cases a chemical reaction follow
; sell, late of Warren, in the County of Knox,
and on this date was qualified to
ing, “Nearer My God to Thee” and
A boy had told Ids master a thump
was Interned in Italy and had low, which Is Injurious.
For each additional 1000 sheets ord j deceased,
till said trust by giving bond us the law di"The Star Spangled Banner.”
ing de—a concoction so evidently false
ered at same time, add to the prlo* , reds.
chesty notes, but otherwise tie was a
tliut there was no difficulty iu expos
All persons having demands against the esof first 1000, $3.50 and 10 cents post
man of good character.” Other “howl
- late, are desired to present the same for seting its character.
age fm' each 1000
ers" were: “Contralto Is a low sort of
I tlement, and all indebted thereto are qualified
“How on earth did you come to tell
, to make payment Immediately to
music which only women sing" and “An
THE
ILDA A. Itl'KSELL. Warren. Maine.
interval in music is a period for re
WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE me such un untruth?” inquired the
November 15, 1921.
Nov. 26. Dec. 3-10
A Mustard and Turpentine Ointment
mas
er.
COURIERfreshments."
IS
for Congestion, Aches, Pains and In
“Well, sir,” repPed ;he culprit, “I’m
Every ihhu® of The Courier-Gazette
WHEN IN BOSTON—Ktmt laue at Thi
flammation. At all Druggists. Price |
GAZETTE.
very sorry; hut tne other boys were
carries the home news of Knox county
Crurier-Gaeeite It on sale by tba Old South In the Standstill Class
26c, to any address.
co every State in the Union nnd tQ
Srwa Co., Waahln*ton St. opposite foot ?ot
making such a nol4’*. that I couldn't
Rockland Maine
School
Call around and set a copy of the
1 many loreigu tends,
_______
PRIEST DRUG CO, Bangor* Me.
hear what I was saying."

Priest’s Indigestion Powder
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Use PRIEST’S REGULATORS. An Ideal Tonic Laxative

Stories of
By
Great Scouts
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PRINTED BUTTER
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THOMASTON
There will be a stereoptieon lecture
on ‘ New York, America's Greatest
Missionary Field,” in the Methodist
cliin-ch, Thomaston, Sunday evenirg
at 7 o'clock.
J. A. L. Ross of Boston was a guest
over Thanksgiving of his sister, Mrs.
Truman Sawyer.
Miss Nellie Sawyer of Bath is
spending the Thanksgiving recess with
her mother.
William Whitney and Miss Maude
Leimor.d of Plymouth, Mass., were
guests over the holiday of Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver Lermond.
Miss Esther Wyllie returned to
Bromheld this morning after spend
ing a few days with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. T. B. Wyllie.
A quiet wedding service took place
at the Baptist parsonage Nov. 24.
when I-owell Young of Thomaston and
Miss Thelma York of Port Clyde were
united in marriage. The double ring
service was used. Mr. and Mrs. Young
will make their home in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. ■ Farrington Hart of
Martinsville and Miss Ella Alley of
Tenant's Harbor spent Thanksgiving
with Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Teel.
The ladies of the Baptist church will
hold a Christmas sale and supper,
Dec. 14.
"But" Liniken, the famous short
stop of the champion Thomaston High
baseball team, is spending the Thanks
giving holidays with his family on
Beechwoods street. “But" leaves Sun
day morning for the University of
Maine to resume his studies.
Mrs. Ada Davis and Miss Eva Buck
lin spent the holiday with friends in
Portland.
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee, who has been
spending several days in Boston, re
turned home Wednesday.
Mrs. Lee Walker and son Douglas of
Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Willey.
Beta Alpha will meet Monday even
ing, Nov. 28. at the home of Harriet
Williams. A full attendance is de
sired as the club will begin its Christ
mas work.

Every-Other-Day
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CAMDEN
The regular meeting of Seaside
Chapter, O. E S„ will be held Monday
evening with work on two candidates.
The regular monthly union service
of the churches will be held at the
Methodist church Sunday evening at
7 o’clock. Rev. Holt of the Congrega
tional church will officiate and his sub
ject will be “The Universal Groan."
Judson Rhodes, who has been spend
ing several months with his niece,
Mrs. Charles Atkins, has returned to
his home in 'Worcester, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Irish of Wal
tham. Mass., arrived Thursday morn
ing to be guests of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs Wilder Irish. Mr. Irish
returns Saturday, hut Mrs. Irish will
remain for a longer visit.
Dr. and Mrs. L. W. Hart have re
turned from Boston accompanied by
their daughter Ruth, who is a student
at Dean Academy, Franklin, Mass.,
and their son, Hilliard, a student at
Bowdoin.
Miss Teresa Arau has returned from
Portland, where she was called by the
death of her uncle, Capt. F, F. Nor
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POSTMASTERS

Where Your
Taxes Go
How Uncle Sam Spends
Your Money in Conduct*
ing Your Business

A RELIABLE

COMMISSION HOUSE
DRESSED
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By EDWARD O. LOWRY
Author “Washington Cloae-Ups.” “Banks and
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Lost and Found.
LOST—Ladles’ pocketbook, in Camden, be
tween Grove Street and tlie Mill. >5 roll quar
ters and bills.
Finder notify SALVATION
ARMY. Rockland.
138*140
LOST—Rabbit hound pup, black, white and
tan. Name “Major*; on collar. Reward DR.
PERLEY DAMON, Rockland.
138-144

Wanted
WANTED—By middle-aged woman, poskh
i housekeeper in small family. X Y
Courier-Gazette.
140* It
WANTED—Experienced seamstress
Apply
to MRS SEVILLE. 15 Ocean Street TeL 733-1.
140-142
WANTED—A few reliable girls or boys to
sell home-made candy.
25% commission.

The United States government is tlie
Tel. 107-2.
lt-140
largest single employer of men nnd
WANTED—To buy apples in Rockland,
93-101 Clinton Street
Rockport and Camden. State what you have
women in this country. At the present
and price in first letter. D. E. FLETCHER,
time in the executive civil service of
Ctr. LlncolnvbUa^
139*141
BOSTON
the Federal government, and exclusive
WANTED—TO HIRE—With option of buy
| of the army and navy, there are em
ing, small farm in Warren or vicinity. State
lM-tf-Th
ton,
terms. Address RALPH MILLER, 80 School
ployed approximately 650,000 workers,
Miss Edith Arey. teacher in Rock
Street, Gardner, Mass.
138*149
,
„
, _ t .
or one In 73 of all residents on Ameriland, is spending the recess with her
WANTED—An experienced man for the gro
Here you behold Laforest True
And here is Freeman L. Roberts, can
te(] yearg of age
Qver e[).
mother, Mrs. Josephine Arey.
cery business. FUNT8 MARKET, 262 Main
APPLETON
Street.
’
138-tf
Mrs. S. E. Frohock of Milo was a Spear, who has been confirmed as post another popular member of the last gaged In gainful occupations. A little
master at Rockport. Mr. Spear was Legislature, who will handle Uncle while ago, when the number of federal
recent guest in town.
WANTED—Woman with talent for drawing
The Ridge school closed Nov. 18, nd painting. Permanent position if satis
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Sherman and a member of the last Legislature—one Sam's postal affairs in Vinalhaven the employees was even larger than it Is
after a term of 11 weeks, with Eliza factory. EDWIN H. CRIB. CO., 410 Main St.
laughter Therese are spending a few
138*140
of the most Influential members It next four years. Folks will miss him now, one person out of every 68 In the beth M. Sprowl as teacher. The
lays in Boston.
on the stretch of water between United States who had anj’ sort of a •chool registered 17 pupils with an av
WANTED—Experienced stenographer desires
may
be
truthfully
said.
He
has
been
Wesley Rich is the guest for a few
position in Rockland. Address, FLORENCE
Rockland and Vinalhaven, where he Job at all wns working for the govern
138*144
days of his mother, Mrs. Lydia Flow- In the enlploy of the Livingston Man has been acting as steamboat purser. ment. These calculations are based erage attendance of 16. The following AYERS, Camden, Me.
oupils
had
perfect
attendance:
Grade
era.
WANTED—Wet washing and washing and
ufacturing Co about seven years, and He was with the Bodwell Granite Co. on recent estimates of the bureau of
8,
Bessie
Blake,
Alice
Moody;
Grade
ironing
Called for and delivered. Address:
Miss Laura Hall is the guest of her is always a booster for his home town. 25 years.
,
138*140
the census in anticipation of the re- k, Robert Perry, Truman Brown; Grade WASHING care Courier-Gazette.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Newell
suits
of
the
fourteenth
general
census.
L
Ruth
Moody.
Chrystal
Stanley;
WANTED—Orders for home cooking Cakes
Wentworth, in Appleton.
Prior to the outbreak of the war, Grade 3, Roena Brown, Norman Per- and pies a specialty. N. A. MAGUNE, 28
Miss Elien Thurlow, of Lincolnville
Birch St. Tel. 315-R.
138-140
In 1914, the gpmber of niea nnd women ry, Earl Sprowl; Grade 1, Johnson PitUNION
was in town Thanksgiving to attend
A MOVIE AUDIENCE
WANTED—Middle aged woman to work in
In civil positions in the1 executive man; primary, Walter Sprowl.
the marriage of her uncle, Harry Thur
family of three. Call 427M. RICHARD F.
service was approximately 385,630. In I Adelphus Ripley and Josepn Car- SMITH,
The grade and rural schools closed
low to Miss Bertha Wild.
Ingraham’s Hill.
137-tf
Young couples holding hands, 15 per
Friday
of
last
week
for
the
fall
term
1916 it had grown to 398,832. In 1917, P<‘nter have both had the telephone
Howard Wilbur of Bernard is the
WANTED—Lady of good standing in her
cent.
of
11
weeks.
Following
is
the
at

after
our
entry
Into
the
war.
It
was
I
■■'stalled.
They
are
on
the
West
Apneighborhood, and member of some church to
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
devote several hours each month to collecting
tendance record of the different
F. H, Wilbur.
459.798. On June 30, 1919. the number pleton line. . Mr. Ripley’s number is our accounts front members of the Mothers’
Persons
who
read
things
out
loud,
schools:
6-12,
and
Mr.
Carpenter
’
s
Is
5-31.
Mrs. N. L. Berry left recently for
Magazine Home Reading Club. Splendid op
wns 707,448. The number on July 31.
Grammar school 21 pupils, average 30 per cent.
iilss Lillian Proctor is home from portunity for a lady with a little spare time
Providence, R. I., where she will spend
1920,
was
691.116.
to earn some extra money each month. The
attendance 19. Belle Jones, Luetta
Oakland for the winter.
the winter.
PERIODICAL PUBS ’ SERVICE BUREAU. 218
These figures are confessedly ap
Howard Proctor is home from Union, Tremont
Persons finding something to howl
Dr. Howard G. Page and family Storer,, Mabel Esancy, Martha Gor
St., Boston Mass. Rm. 404.’’
proximations. Since the signing of the where he has had employment during
138-140
spent Thanksgiving with his parents don, perfect attendance, being neither about, .0001 per cent.
armistice the number of federal em the fall packing apples.
late nor absent at any session, and
in
Rockport.
WANTED—Position as oooaueeper and gen
All parents and pupils interested in
ployees has been decreasing.
UnWe agree with the poet Bryant of eral office work or sales girl. Can give ref
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Strong of Mary Newbert and Irving Matthews
MittS Harvey's classes in ballroom
People who are wondering what It’s
129tf
were absent at no session but were
doubtedly the decrease in force will beloved memory who told us that "The erences.
dancing are requested to be present Glencove and Mr. and Mrs. Howard late once.; primary school, 22 pupils, all about, 183 babies.
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
continue to be made for months to I melancholy days have come, the sad
at the opening of her classes at Watts Bramhall of Thomaston were Thanks average attendance 20, Harry Burns,
JOHN B.
come, but the growth of the govern- I Jest of the year.” W’e have scarcely and female. Highest prices“ paid.
hall Nov. 30 at 4 p. m. For further giving guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Bernard Esancy and Mildren Farris
852-14.
—
15tf
Parents who say they had to come ment business In the past few years j seen the sun’s face since the advent RAML’TT. Rockville.l Me Tel.
information call or see Mrs. John Strong and Mrs. Carrie D. Aldus.
had perfect attendance. Carl Cun-' to bring the kids, 5 per cent,
has been sucli as to make it a larger I
November, but we know that someMrs. L. F. Strong delightfully en rringham, Elston McFarland, Richard'
Creighton or Mrs. Percy Demmons.
For Sale
employer In the post-war period than | where the sun is shining.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Clark of Port tertained the officers of the Ladies of Gordon, and Ernest Cunningham, were
Individual who thinks he recognizes It had ever been In the pre-war period.
FOR SALE—Four second hand upright pianos
land spent Thanksgiving with Mr. and of G. A. R. at dinner Friday even not absent at any session. George
STUDLEY’S FURNITURE STORE, 283 Main
Mrs. C. A. Clark.
ing.
These thousands of men and women
Street.
140-lt
Cummings was not tardy but was ab a friend on the screen, one barking dog.
Record Air Flight.
Miss Helen Duncan of Augusta is
Winfield S. Knight spent the holi sent one half day.
working for the government comprise
FOR SALE—Birrh Edgings for kindling coal.
The
longest
commercial
passenger
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Hollis day recess from the U. of M. at home.
Busybodles looking for something every type of ability and intelligence.
82.09 per foot (fitted) ; >4 cord 87; dry soft
East Union school, has 23 pupils,
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hanscom and and an average attendance of 20. The they can howl agaiust the movies for, Their duties cover a range of activities flight in Cunada was accomplished re wood per foot 8150 (fitted) ; 14 cord 85 50.
Free delivery.
SOUTH END WOOD YARD,
The Baptist church announces the son Robert of Brunswick were recent following pupils had perfect attend .0601 per cent.
cently when an airplane with pilot, C.
F. PRESCOTT, Manager. Tel. 462-J.
that far exceeds that exercised for
following program for the week: Sun guests in town.
passenger, und mechanic, flew from
140*142
ance, Arthur Jones, Esther Watts,
other public or private employers; for,
day morning pretwhing service at
Maynard Greene of Vinalhaven spent Rohert Kearley Melvin Etter and
Winnipeg, Man., to Tlie Pas, Sa.sk.,
FOR
SALE
—
Two
Cows,
and
100
Sheep
and
Old
people
renewing
their
youth
In
besides Its task of lawmaking and law
10.30, subject of sermon, “Praising the Thanksgiving with his uncle, D. R. Nellie Davis.
lambs. It's not for lack of hay we sell, but
viewing doings of young people on the enforcing, of nntlonnl defense and a distance of 478 tniles. Tlie flying because they annoy our neightiors. Sorry as
Lord.” Special music by a ladies’ Greene.
Nye school has 24 pupils, and the
time for the trip was six hours twelve the wool helps pay our taxes and educate the
trio and a solo by Miss Mabelle
national finance, the government Is
All next week Arthur Lamb will average attendance is 21, Edgar Bar screen, 15 per cent.
minutes, says Popular Mechanics Mag children. E. W. CRIE, Crlehaven, Maine.
Brown. Church school meets at 11.50 lean and press ladies' and gents’ ker had perfect attendance.
charged with promoting the health and
__________________________________ 140*142
a. -m. Evensong and preaching ser suits for $1. Telephone 69J, Rockland.
Persons who have stnyed through welfare of its people, of promoting azine. The long flight was made with
FOR SALE—1919 delivery Dodge tourist
out
previous
arrangements
having
been
vice at 7 p. m. Sermon theme. "Mys —adv.
new top. seat covers, 33x4 oversize tires.
South Union school, with 17 pupils, three shows and who will bring their their home Interests, their agricultural, made for landing grounds, gasoline, cars,
teries of the Kingdom.” Special music
8475. DR. W. H. SANBORN.
13»tf
mining, manufacturing, shipping, fish
has an average attendance of 14, the lunches next time, .63 per cent
by the church choir. The monthly
etc.
The landing at Hudson Bay
FOR SALE—Used Bulck 5-passenger tour
following
pupils
not
being
absent
ing
and
transportation
interests.
covenant meeting will be held Tues
ing car; 6 cylinders; lately overhauled.
WARREN
Maude Leach, Austin and Allen
Women who want to have a glorious
To do this it must Investigate, con- Junction had to lie made tn a "mus- Terms of W. W HARRISON at Flye's Garage.
day evening at 7. Note the change in
trol'and
eradicate'd^'n'^that'attaA
I
k
*
”
°
r
^re
,
being
n
°
oth
*
r
Leach, and Berry Gould, Carrie and time weeping at the trials and tribula
139*141
day. Following this service the an
Sewell Vaughan Is at home from Gladys Leach were absent one day and
persons, plants and animals. It must Pla<*; “nd J*™1 dl®C",ty
FOR SALE—Regal Kineo Furnace, No 54.
nual business meeting of the church
tions of the heroine, .05 per cent
Whitman, Mass., for the holiday.
Bertha Moody day and a half.
Inspect livestock, foods nnd drugs. It ■ enced 1,1 taking offThts *® the all set up in our own basemertl and ran be
will be held. This church will co-oper
seen. V. F. STUDLEY’S FURNITURE STORE.
Miss Avis Newmaij spent Thanks
Round Pond school, has 14 pupils'l
ate in the Sunday School Institute in giving with her father, Herbert New
must study conditions nnd progress in first machine to fly north of 33 de 283 Main Street, Rockland.
140-lt
Persons
who
know
in
their
hearts
and an average attendance of 10. Golgrees
latitude
in
Saskatchewan,
ManiRockland Thursday and Friday.
man.
FOR SALE—1921 Dort Touring Car, driven
die Brock has not been absent since I ^hat they haven t really found any- education, labor nnd -commerce. It tuba, and Ontario. On its arrival at
Calendar for the M. E. church for
lesa than 4.000 miles T K. SWEETLAND at
must prevent Individual men or groups
Mr. Chapman arrived home from the first two days of the term, Abbie J thing to howl about. .0001 per cent
Weymouth's
137*142
the week is as follows: Regular ser
of men from using unfiair business Tlie Pas, tremendous excitement en
Sedgwick Thursday to visit his family Brock but one half day since the first
vice Sunday morning at 10.30, music for a short time.
sued,
and
Indians
from
afar
came
by
FOR
SALE
—
Small
barn.
133
RANKIN'
ST.
two days of the term,' and Raymond
Parents who don't bother with cam methods, whether In bonking, trans the score to view the "Thunder Bird,”
by the choir; church school at
138-140
Rice of Thomaston attended Feyler has been absent but two days.
ouflage about saying they had to portation. trade or manufacture.
King's Herald at 3 p. m.; Epworth theMiss
FOR SALE—Planer, circular saw, band saw,
Chautauqua.
Hawes school with 12 pupils, has an
The government must administer us one old Cree Indian appropriately lathe, grindstone, emery grinder—all or sep
League ut G.15; Miss Constance Bo.ves
Master
Woodrow
Blake
spent average attendance of 10. Everett come to bring the kids, 25 per cent
naiAed
the
machine.
arately.
Inquire at 22 TRINITY STREET.
public
lands
and
the
affairs
of
the
leader. Evening service at 7, stere
138-140
LaMont has not been absent and Wil
optic-on lecture on New York, special Thanksgiving at the Echo House.
Indians, and educate children In
Men
who
are
having
a
glorious
Maynard Waltz was home over liam Hawes was absent only once.
New Building Material.
FOR SALE—BARGAIN—One 86 In. Rip Cir
music. Duet by Mrs. Josephine Stone Thanksgiving.
Aluska.
It
grants
patents
nt
Inven

Stone school has 12 pupils, and an time doing a little sniffling themselves
An all-mineral substitute for wood cular Saw; two 16 In. Rip Circular Sawa; one
and Miss Bowes, accompanied by Mr,
Maurice Ginn and family have been average of 10. Thelma Erickson had at the heroine’s troubles, .03 per cent. tion. It sets the clocks of the country, composed of Portlund cement, sand 30 in Cut-off Circular Saw. Call at H. H.
Oliver, violin solo, Howard Beattie
Crie & Co.’a for inspection. CHAS. TI. RUSS
forecasts
the
weather,
and
makes
138-140
The Young Ladies’ Club will meet visiting George Stevens and Mrs. Ben perfect attendance.
observations of the stars nnd heavenly and asbestos fiber, lias been found
jamin Starrett.
The
winter
term
of
eight
weeks
be

People
who
are
secretly
writing
pho

Tuesday night at 7 with Miss Con
FOR SALE—Two Reo Trucks, one nearly
to serve excellently as a base for walls,
bodies.
It
constructs
buildings,
docks,
Wedding
bells
have
been
ringing
gins
Nov.
28
and
school
will
be
closed
new,
slightly
used,
also
a
Ford
truck
All good
stance Bowes.
toplays for the Btar appearing on the
ronds, bridges, irrigation works, builds floors, etc., as, being cellular In struc trades. Or will exchsnge for anything of
Evening prayer and sermon at St. and Nelson Moore has taken a wife for Christmas week.
screen,
all
the
rest.
—
Film
Fun.
canals
and
aeroplanes,
makes ture, It takes nails easily and holds equal value. H. H. STOVER A CO, 137-142
The High School will close for two
John’s Episcopal church Sunday even unto himself.
Mrs. Jennie French and son Cedric weeks Dec. 17.
ordnnnce nnd ammunition, clotliing them firmly. The new material, says
ing at 7 o’clock. Church school at 6.
FOR SALE—Two Boehm System Clarinets
of Rockland, were Thanksgiving guests
POINTERS ON HEALTH
and other supplies for its soldiers and Popular Mechanics Magazine, has the low pitch A and B fiat. 17 kevs, 7 rings J R
All are welcome.
of Mrs. J. M. Studley, Mrs, French's
advantages over wood of being fire KITTREDGE. 300 Main Sireet
136-147
sailors.
It
makes
all
Its
own
money
• • • •
ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM
mother.
and does all its own printing. It disz I ami warpproof. This latter quality
Never sleep in your overshoes.
FOR SALE—14 second hand phonographs of
Lucy M. Marshall
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will hold its
STUDLEY’S FURNITURE
tributes all mall and many packages. | makes it especially suitable for use as different makes.
Mrs. Lucy M. Marshall, widow of the annual roll call Nov. 28, at which
STORE, 283 Main Street, Rockland.
140-lt
Main Street, Corner Llmerock
Never ride a thin horse bareback.
The government does everything a subflooring when composition floors
late William Marshall, died at the! meeting a silver collection will be
FOR SALE—Another 1920 Ford Touring Car
Head
of
Railroad
Wharf
that any employer In the United States are used, as cracking of the latter is in good shape; also 1 double runner pung, 2
home of her son John on Main street taken for the Odd bellows’ and Or
Cor. South Main and Mechanic
Never walk 15 miles before break does, In addition to a great many said to be eliminated. As it has the sleighs and a single runner pung at bargain
Sunday morning. Mrs. Marshall was phans’ Home. All Rebekahs are in
P L HAVENER,, phone 226-M or 6»5-.
r
5-5.
129tf
born in Cushing in 1849, but has spent vited to go and see what some of the
Tillson Avenue
fast.
things that no other employer does. property of holding nails well. Interior
PIPE.
FITTINGS
AND
VALVES
—
Wo
the greater part of her life in Thom brothers can furnish in the way of en
How does It treat its people? Is It wood trimming and shingles may be a large stock from H to 6 Inches It will have
Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Streets
ray
aston where she has devoted her life tertainment.
Never carry a barrel of potatoes en a good employer or a bad employer? nailed directly to the new base mate you lo enquire here before buying elsewhere.
Main Street, Corner North
to her family. The past year her
LIVINGSTON MFC CO.. Lime Street, City.
All next week Arthur Lamb will
rial.
It
is
also
said
to
possess
good
your
head.
Are
Its
employees
contented?
These
Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
health has been such -that she had to clean and press ladies' and gents'
Main Street, Corner Park
are questions that I should advise the insulating qualities.
give up her duties to her family who suits for 31. Telephone 69J, Rockland
IRON and STEEL—We have a large stock of
Broad
Street.
Corner
Grace
railroad men, the miners and other
Never
Jump
out
of
the
window
for
Norway and Refined Iron, Angle Iron, T Iron
have given her constant and loving —adv.
Tool Steel, Cold Rolled and Machine Steel elc
Rankin
Street,
Corner
Broadway
Not
Surprising.
workers
who
seek
nationalization
of
a
short
cut.
care through all her sickness, and she
at reasonable prices. LIVINGSTON MFO. CO.
Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
There was recently erected In
Industry, to look Into before they com
had been gentle and uncomplaining.
Lime 8lreet. City.
127tf
45
—
Middle
Street,
opp.
Fern.
western
town
an
orthopedic
hospital
She is survived by a daughter, Mrs.
Never give a tramp your summer's mit themselves.
CUSHING
STILSON WRENCHES—We are oelllug Stll46
Main
Street
at
Rankin
Block
Lawrence Hahn, and two
sons,
Let them And out for themselves the architectural features of which be son Wrenches and Repair Parti et now low
clothes tn the winter.
48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
LIVINGSTON MFG. CO., Lime Street,
George and John all of Thomaston.
The annual fair of the Ladies’ Aid 49 Camden and Front Streets
what government ownership would came the subject of discussion be prices.
City
l»7tf
Funeral services were held at her late Society will be held at the town hall
tween
two
members
of
a
club,
the
mean
to
them.
Never jump more than ten feet to
51 Head of Cedar Street
FOR SALE—Strip of land running
home Monday afternoon, Rev. Mr. Wednesday evening, Dec. 14. If
The first thing they will discover, as one a physician and the other an town road to Oeorgee rlrer. Beautiful loeecatch a boat
Pelley of the Methodist church of should be stormy it will be held the 52 West Meadow Road
tion for summer cottage. Boating, flitting i
I discovered when I begun the present architect.
53 Camden Street near F. B. Church
ficiating. The bearers were Oliver first suitable night.
bathing facilities.
Inquire MlSfl KVA
Inquiry,
is
that
nobody
knows,
and
"What
do
you
think
of
it
as
a
build

Never
sit
on
a
red-hot
stove
with
a
Tenant's Hsrbor
TORREY.
tje,
St«tf
Johnson, W. W. Gilchrest, Levi
nobody
In
the
government
service
ing?
”
asked
the
medico.
sealskin cap or ulster on.
Beavey and Blanchard Orne.
,
uh,
own
price.
V.
F STUDLEY’S F^NITURK
charged with knowing, tlie exact
MOVED PARISIANS TO FRENZY
The architect smiled. "Externally,'
SAP AND SALT
STORE, 283 Main
Street, Rockland.
140-lt
Never kick an Infuriated bulldog number of employees In the service he observed, “the design Is modern,
All next week Arthur Lamb will
SALE—Two five passenger earn, cheap,
Many poets die young, and some de when you have slippers on.—Sisseton from day to day. Even more astound- I and Internally the treatment Is some- andFOR
tn perfect running condition. Good tires.
clean and press ladies’ and gents' Proposal to Slightly Increase Prevail
Ing, nobody knows, or is charged with what severe, as Is usual In a bos- P. P. 8TARRETT, Warren, Me
serve to.
(ng Height of Buildings Denounced
Hurt
(S. D.) Courier.
suits for $1. Telephone 69J, Rockland.
knowing, even approximately, the sum pttaL”
as Idea of Vandal.
—adv.
FOR SALE—50 high bred R. I Red cockerels;
of the payroll of the United States.
price 8150, $3 66, 85 00, 88.08 per bird; 8
Virtue gets rather tiresome If no
FLORIDA SUNSHINE
months old. C. E. WARD. South Thomaston,
It Is not possible to find out within
Alert Calculation.
An outburst Of indignation greeted body gives you credit for IL
Me.
117-181
hundreds of thousands of dollars how
“How do you figure that this smnll
the recant proposal of M. Frantz-JourIt seems meet that the butcher
FOR SALE—The Nelson mm at Northport.
much the United States pnys yearly fiat Is worth as much as the larger 25 acres and 8 scree of young growth; nleoty
You can’t Inherit happiness. You should make a big profit.
daln, which, to relieve the housing
of wood.
Splendid
or monthly in salurles and wages. I one?”
THOMASTON, ME.
shortage In Paris, would authorize the have to create it for yourself.
home. Addreee DICKEY-KMOWUTON OO., Belwent to the Treasury department, to
No*
“It saves you money. You don’t have
owners of buildings on avenues having
Dead men tell no tales, and even If
It makes a woman awful mad when they could their wives xTOuldn’t be the appropriations committee of con to buy so much furniture.”
a minimum of 20 meters to add an
FOR SALE—Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dishes
gress, and elsewhere where I thought
Musical
Instruments,
Furniture,
CarpelaZ
other floor. This would mean tliut the told she resembles somebody she lieve ’em.
Carpets,
Quilts. Stoves, Etc. C. T. BRAGG
the Information might be lodged, but
Paris population would at once and at doesn't like.
610 Main Street. Rockland.
185tf *
Now comes the dance of the
To
Let
nobody knew. I was told vaguely that
comparatively low cost obtain fifteen
hours, the final happy, though
When a lady steps on your foot the government wns not run on an
TO
LET
—
Small
tenement.
l
r.
chase
Hez Heck says; "It is better to say: “That's all right—I don’t mind a
thousand new places of abode—a safe
anxious stampede for Christmas
Miscellaneous
notr
asset and liability basis, and therefore 45 Middle Street. ______________________
Gifts. If in making your Christmas estimate, with a reduction of 70 per have freckles on "the face than on'the little thing like that.”
it was not necessary to know the exact I
L^T7LHo|[“'■ 51. Masonic street. Eight . ,*£52yED R0A0 F*R“ “E*” VILLAGE.
list you have overlooked anyone,
cent in cost, since the existing roofs brain.”
COWS, POULTRY,
SEASON'S CROPS.
...
„
rooms; electric lights; bath ; furnace heat. En- 6
nutnber of employees on tlie payroll, quire geo a lawry, 55 Masonic street Cream separator, vehicles, full Implements In
grow not faint-hearted, but come
and supporting construction could still
There's one thing certain—a train
cluded ; ,i0 acres in prosperous farming sec
If
the
average
compensation
Is
$1,I
Telephone 178W.
140*142
to Pillsbury’s as early as possible
Tlie trouble with a college graduate may be late, but it always gets in a
be used, and the purchase of building
tion; rich loamy tillage, good spring-watered
and quickly find exactly what that
100. the federal Civil service payroll
to LET—Tenement at 36 Mechanic Street
pasture, woodland; fruit; warm 7-room house
lots, costs of excavating foundations, is that he shows so little inclination little behind the engine.
dow amounts to more than seven j,']'’,1/' s't"c “RS "' S' KESJi,8T0!f< >7^^
person would like to have. Until the
substantial 40-ft. barn, silo, poultry house
to
buckle
in
and
go
to
work.
—
Bert
1
etc.,
demanded
by
the
most
uupreteuTo
settle affairs only 82200 less than half
last moment of the last hour we
hundred million dollars annually. The
, , .
. , ..
I TO LET—F'he furnished front room, heated, cash, easy terms. Details page 16 Illustrated
will be at your service. Everything l tious of new houses, would be avoided, Moses in Detroit Free Press.
Truth, crushed td earth, will rise ,largest. single
Catalogue 1100 Bargains. FREE.
STROUT
branch
Is
the
Post
Ofllee
|
c.
e morse, 22 Oak street.
139-141
remarks I'lllustration, Paris, (trans
possible will be done to make your
again, but when pa steps on one of department, with nearly 300,000 em- I TO LET-Seven room tenement. Flush FARM AGENCY, 341 D. G. Water Street, Augusta,
Me.
140-lt
lated for the Kansas City Star).
purchases satisfactory, so that you
WORDS FROM THE WISE
Ma's flowers she has Just set out he ployees. The War department has closet. Apply at 15 Rockland street.
and we may both look back with
Fifteen thousand dwelling places!
PALMER
ENGINES
greatly
reduced
In
will be crushed by her, it's a lead pipe, more than 125.000 civilian employees, '
138*140
Ild ^or
catalogue- PAleMER
satisfaction upon all that we have
Tlie recent census showed us that au
Emulation Is the whetstone of ge copper-riveted cinch.
BROTHERS,
Portland
Pier,
Portland,
Me
the
Navy
department
about
90,000,
and
I
fu
SJt
hed
wl
J
h
,1
’
°^'"
done.
increase of 3,000 would relieve the nius.—Latin Proverb.
„
,
.
. .
.
I conveniences—one with privilege of kitchen
the Treasury department about 60.000. »fRs. mart Burkett, 75 Broad street
present shortage. And the suggested
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, Plcot Edge Cov
A bullet from a big gun can go No other branch has as many as 25,000 Tcl- 669-M_________________ 13»tf
ered Buttons, Button Holes Accordion. KnltV
violation of the rule governing our pub
An acre of performance Is worth through a six-inch wall pretty quick, employees. Any institution that emPILLSBURY STUDIO
T0 , let—in camden—Two good rooms and Side Plaiting, Plain Hemstitching 15c yd
lic ways could be confined to only a the whole world of promise.—Howell. a bandit can go through a fat man ploys one In seventy-three of all this gSKS £? ^kX^hopTaiingVen*^ silk or thread Included. PHYLLIS E. TOLMAn’
18 Leland Street. Tel. 270-J.
139*184 ’
Your photograph will help solve
few exterior boulevards. Surely the
swiftly, but a scandal can go through country's workers and calls for the cupled as such for over 40 years. The other
the problems of your gift list.
beauty of Paris would not be Jeopar
LADIES—Bailable mock M hair goods «t the
Moderation Is tlie silken string run a neighborhood nt the speed of a expenditure of such a large part of
^LUAMS.WX"^
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main 8t
ltoii orMake the appointment early__ to
dized by such u provision.
ning through the pearl chain of all comet.—Jacksonville Times-Unlon.
tin.*
our annual revenues Is entitled to . TO LET—A garage for dry storage. Apply d»re .ollcUed HELEN C. RHODEN
day is none too soon.
M. Frantz-Jourdaln, however, barely virtues.—Bishop Hall.
your serious consideration, You and | at 10 pleasant street.
137*1?
had
time
to
finish
Ids
explanation.
Making a Storm.
PHONE 33-11
you alone put up the money.
TO LET—Furnished rooms, ali modern, stea...
Rough Collar.
Newspaper editors, suddenly Inspired
There never was found a man who
Looking at a wind and rain sh./m
heat. bath, electric lights, garage.
H. M
Mnny people ure troubled with I
I with the most overwhelming esthetic had courage to acknowledge himself
DANE. 30 High St. Tel. 768.
136tf
on tlie screen, does everyone know <hat
sawlike roughness at the edge of the
rage, denounced him as a traitor. Ar a coward.—J. Bartlett.
TO LET—Furnished flat at :W liri.Kl
the wind is luude by a large truck, with
collar
that
has
paid
many
visits
to
the
|
Tel.
163-12.
K-ttf
ticles flaying the barbarian in our
Cut Down Qas Bilim.
propellers In front that whirl ai u ter
midst Imposed silence upon him. Hands
Comparatively few people realise
Politeness is the outward garment of laundry. Rub the edge with a piece
TO LET—Furnished house at 62 Summer rific speed wlilie high overhead a hose
Modern conveniences
Apply
off tlie sacred roof lines of tlie Boule good will; it is real kindness kindly of parallln wax and the collur can be that the gas bills may be cut down street
pours down tlie driving rtU7i}--Mew
STREET, or to A. C. McLOON, at Me
worn with comfort. The wax does not materially by exercising care In light- | GROVE
LotmVwhari
vard Bertliler or the Boulevard Gou
. --------------133-tf
expressed.—I,. M. Notkin.
York Evening Post
W. P. STRONG
soil
the
collar.
vain-Saint Cyr. The surplus of 16,000
.tag the gas. Hold a lighted match i To LET__Barn for garage gg grace st
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
Parisians am wait. And most of the
1 over the burner, then very slowly turn Tel. 118-R.
lflitf
When a Feller Needs a Friend.
WALL PAPER
readers of these articles breathe a
on the gas. If the gas Is turned on I TO LET—Somebody la noedirg a bona* or
Is There a Doubter PremntT
Among the day’s pathetic figures la
Various
Kinds
of
Spider's
8111c
rocma
Advert lie yours In this column at
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
sigii of relief us though the capital, the youngster who, as the ecltuol year
The easiest thing In the world—con
you'll
an
annlbiatlnn
ImmwBatalr
8-tf
Most spiders spin more than one kltd * slight explosion occurs which affects
SUPPLIES
_
vincing n preiTy widow, whose aged
threatened by vandals, had narrowly draws to a close, seeks a diplomatic
•f silk. Seven kinds, In all, ate ree> the meter and send. It forwanl
THOMASTON, MAINE
a^SiM thTTra husband left her a million, to believe
escaped a terrible danger.
way of informing the old gent that •-•ifizKl, though no one species pro
roDltfly
I quirts a dry. clean room. Terms reagonabli that it was all for the best.
Tu&Stf
he failed to pass.
uew all of them.
“P °
B. TbYX. SU Mala Sl. Beeklsafl. «M

1

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.

At Your Service
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Every-Other-Day
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In Social Circles

Neglected Wife

Big Stock

In addition to personal notes reronllnc de
MItues ,«»d arrivals, this department especial
)» desires Information of social hapiwnlnxs,

AND

PHONOCRAPHS

parties, musicals, etc Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be flsdlj receired.

RECORDS

By ALDEN CHAPMAN

?l

rtUERHONE ...................... ..................... 770

((c). 1920. Western Newspaper Lulon.)

The only way to judge

Mr. and Mrs. H. N. McDougall and
daughter* Evelyn und Frances and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller spent
Thanksgiving In Huston, where they
were joined for the holiday by Miss
Elizabeth McDougall of Wellesley Col-,
lege and Miss Lucy Fuller of Lasscll
bemifiary.

tonal values
U

w E invite you to prove to

Mrs. E. G. Nelson and daughter
Phyllis are spending Thanksgiving in
Whtervllle with Mrs. G. E. Mann.
Miss Lucy Rhodes has closed her
home on Cedar street and for the pres
ent Is making her home with Mrs. It.
W. Messer, North Main street.

A. 8. block was home from Boston
to spend Thanksgiving, and incident
ally tried out a hew pair of rollers at
his newest Ioeal amusement enter
prise, the Arcade Skating Rink. He
brought word that an amateur State
polo league is being seriously consid
ered, his informant being Manager
Garrity of Portland. Mr. Black's son,
John of Choate School, was also home
over Thanksgiving..
Mrs. George E. Horton, who has
been eontined to her home nt the
Highlands, by illness, is again able
fo sit up.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Williams have
returned from a vacation spent In
Coston and New Haven.
The Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Knox
Hospital will hold its regular meeting
at the Nurses' Home.
Maple street.
Tuesday. Nov. 29, at 2 p. m. All who
are Interested pleuse attend prepared
to sew.

yourself that The Bruns
t F’

y ■ ,v

wick offers superior tone.

comparison is simple.

The

Your ear

will quickly decide.

Come and let us play your fa
vorite selections on The Bruns

wick.

Then hear the same selec

tions elsewhere.

ence.

Note the differ

Note the absence of harsh

ness in The Brunswick—due to
theXlltona and Tone Amplifier—
exclusive features of The Bruns

wick.
TERMS CONVENIENT TO YOU

V. F.

STUDLEY

Exclusive Rockland Dealer

The ladies’ and gentlemen's auction,
238 MAIN STREET
took ’ place at the Country Club
t.- /
Thanksgiving evening, as the second
tn the club's winter entertainment
proved to be a success in spite the In
clement conditions as to the elements.
-&&ru/nawick
Radies' prizes were won by Mrs. F. A.
Thorndike and Mrs. Ralph Wiggin,
while the gentlemen's honors were
l
awarded to C. A. Whitney and Dr.
HATS THAT FLATTER
Harrison Sanborn. The affair came the pleasure of the meeting and it was
somewhat
past
the
time
for
closing
under the supervision of the house
when
the
program
was
concluded.
committee.
The next meeting will be with Miss •sag’*—'*
Mrs. Fannie E. Hurd Is very ill at her Caroline Stanley, North Main street,
home, 19 Perry street with bronchial Friday, Dec. 2.
pneumonia and heart trouble. She Is
E. H. Dickey is home from Water- 1
attended by Dr. Armstrong and Mrs.
ville to spend the weekend.
George Turner is her nurse.

■to

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Flood, who spent’
the season at their Holiday Beach cot
tage, are enroute for San Francisco,
where they will spend the winter.

Ur. W. H. Armstrong motored to
Hampden Wednesday, and brought
back a bevy of University of Maine
girls, to spend Thanksgiving. Among
them were his daughters. Rhandena
Col. Wilflam P. Hurley wa^ home
and Grace, and Miss Elizabeth Pendle
ton. room-mate of the former, who Is from Togus to spend Thanksgiving
with his family, four generations of
her guest until college resumes.
which ate Thanksgiving turkey.
Miss Gwen Condon attended the'
Assistant Postmaster and Mrs.
Essex Aggie commencement exercises
Henry C. Cliatto spent the holiday in
and bull in Danvers Tuesday.
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Witharn enter
Rockland students from New Eng
tained their club with a venison din
ner Tuesday evening. It was an en land colleges, who silent Thanksgiv
ing with their recpectiye families
joyable occasion.
included Pauline McLoon, Lincoln

An Italian supper, supplemented by
other delicacies, was served Tuesday
evening when Mrs. J. D. Shepherd
entertained the S. S. Club. Turkey
favors "on the side,” added to the seasonablcness of the occasion. Music
und cards helped make it one of the
club’s happiest gatherings of the sta

School, Providence. R. I.; Stanton
Glover, F. L. Morse, and Clara
Whalen, University of Maine; John
Black, Choate School; William Kos
ter,
Boston
University;
Standish
Perry, Conrad Howard. Charles Berry
and Charles Wotton, Bowdoin.

Miss Rose McNamara lias been
spending Thanksgiving week with her
sister, Miss Alice McNamara, in
Stockton Springs items in Belfast Brighton, Muss.
Journal: Mr. and Mrs. Davjd Hodg
kins of Rockland motored to town on
The Shakespeare Society will meet
Sunday to dine at the home of the
latter's cousin, B. B. Sanborn, and on Monday evening with Mrs. Arthur
their return late in the afternoon L. Orne, instead of with the Misses
were accompanied by her aunt, Mrs. Erskine. Mrs. Albert M. Hastings
Rose Sanborn, who will remain for a will act as leader and the study of
Twelfth Night" will be commenced.
visit.

tion.

Hats are the finishing tout'll to the
•:06tunie, nnd they make or mar its
success.
There is a lint for every
face, one that will enhance its good
points and lie kind to its faults. Three
widely different models for fall and
winter, as shown above, reveal that
beads and embroidery nre playing lead
ing parts in trimmings and that shapes
are soft and becoming.

delsshon. Ruth Sanborn, Gertrude
Drs. T. L. and Ruth McBeath and
The families of J. L. Cross. I. L. Cross Smith; violin solo, Traumeri, Schu
family who arc visiting in- Richmond. and Ibrook C. Cross, with Mrs. Kather mann, Bertha Luce;
vocal solo
Mass., will return Sunday night.
ine Coombs, Horace Coombs, Harold Values, Vander Pool, Belle Brown.
Jackson, Otlio Record ami ReubAi Current events were read by Mrs
Miss Harvey’s dancing classes open Carver as guests united on Thanksgiv Joyce. Many works are being pre
In Temple hall Thursday, Dee. 1. This ing Day at tho home of J. L. Cross on pared for tlie next meeting, which will
season Miss Harvey plans to have as South Main street. Unique were the be held Dec. 7 at the home of Mrs
assistant Miss Charlotte Cahill Rau- place cards, all of which bore snap Kathleen Marston on Masonic street.
ser, who will have charge of all the shots which were considered appropri
aesthetic classes as soon as formed. ate by everybody except the recipient.
Professor diaries W'ilbert Snow,
Mrs. Helen Cross will receive appli And the host was reminded in no un who has been the guest of Mr. and
certain terms that he was a denied fool
cations for lessons.
Mrs. Ensign Otis, returns today to re
to go West, when East is best.
sume his duties at Wesleyan Uni
A very pleasant family gathering
Carol Libby was home from Bangor versity.
was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
to spend Thanksgiving with his par
L. E. Frost, Old County road, Thanks ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Libby,
Jilrs. diaries Ricli lias received word
giving Day, when the following sat Chestnut street.
from her son Clurence S. Rich, mate
down to a real Thanksgiving dinner:
of the steamship Latke Ellendale
5tr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Tripp, Mrs.
The members of the Women’s Educa which is now at New Orleans. Mr.
Annie Tripp, L. E? Tripp, Mr. 'and tional Club at their last meeting, had the Rich has been in South American
Mrs. Ernest Johnson, and young son pleasure of listening to an inspiring ports the past seven months. On re
Ernest Eugene, Mrs. D. D. Wright, address by Rev. E. V. Allen of the turning to the States the ship ran in
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Frost, Mr. and Methodist church on the subject to the hurricane which was sweeping
Mrs. L. E. Frost and son Sher ‘‘Political Pitfalls for Women." Mr. the coast, but fortunately arrived
wood.
In the afternoon Victrola Allen, having served in the Maine without danger. Mr. Rich is expect
music was enjoyed and a very pleas Legislature for the years 1909-1910 ing to come to Portland for his captain
ant day was spent.
and 1911-12 hud reason to know his license and will visit his brother and
subject and he spoke in a concise and family in this city.
Mrs. Clara (Hills and Mrs. Margaret straightforward manner. He enumer
(tat
Smith of North Haven, who are spend ated four political pitfalls to be
ing the winter In this city, arc on a avoided, and explained each clearly;
AMES—ROKES
short visit to Camden.
1. indifference; 2, intolerance; 3, too
strong partisanship; 4. lack of re
Hilton Ernest Ames, son of Mr. and
The Progressive Literary Club will ligion. Every member of the club is Mrs. Ernest Ames of Rockland High
meet with Mrs. Margaret Billings, urged to attend these meetings.
lands and Doris Millicent Rokes.
Camden Street, Tuesday afternoon.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rokes
Take the 2.10 car.
Miss Ida Rokes was home from Bos of Rockland Highlands were united in
ton to spend Thanksgiving with her marriage Thanksgiving Eve at the
Mrs. Fred Collins (formerly Goldie mother, Mrs. Anrile B. Rokes Main First Baptist parsonage. 134 Talbot
-'Davis) and two children, Fred, Jr., street.
avenue. Rev. Benjamin I’. Browne of
and Oley ns, of Pittsfield, Mass., ar
ficiating. The double ring ceremony
rived Tuesday to spend the holidays
David H. BulTum was host at an in was used. The couple were attended
with Mrs. Collins' mother, Mrs. Es formal dinner party, which was given by Mr and Mrs. H. L. Fitzgerald.
telle Davis, of West Rockport; and at his home last night. Two tables of The bride carried a charming bou
two sisters, Mrs. John A. Mills and progressive auction followed.
quet of white chrysanthemums. Mrs.
Mrs. Philip Thibodeau.
Ames will he remembered as the pop
Miss Lucy Karl gave a party from ular young stenographer at Charles T
Harold Keene of Fremont, Neb., is 3 to 6 Thanksgiving afternoon in honor Smalley's law oliiee. The good wishes
In the city until after Christmas, the of Barbara Lucille Karl,, whose birth of a host of friends will follow Mr. and
guest of his father. City Clerk E. R. day It was.
Mrs. Ames.
Keene.
Vesper A. Leueh and family spent
These arc only a few of the attrac
The third annual meeting of the Thanksgiving Day in Carver, Mass.,
Methebesec Club was held at the home being Joined In Boston by Miss Dorothy' tive gifts at Miss Bicknell's sale, 1
Knox street: Unusual shopping bugs
of Mrs. Hester Chase, Talbot avenue. Leach, Who is a student at Radcliffe.
and baskets, hand-made pillow case
The following women were admitted
Mrs. G. C. Large has returned from and handkerchiefs, useful leathe
to membership: Mrs. Orrie Merritt.
goods and imported stationery.—advl
Mrs. Gertrude Payson, Mi's. Dorothea a three weeks' visit in New York and
Albany,
Belano, Mrs. Nellie Hall. Mrs. Hazel
Powers. Mrs..Maude Eaton. Mrs. Hele
Tlie Harmony Club was very pleas
DR. T. E. TIBBETTS
na Roberts, Mrs. Grace Daniels. Miss antly entertained Wednesday at the
Martha Bartlett. The leader for the home of Miss Gertrude Smith, when
Dentist
afternoon wai Mrs. Ada Blaekington. the first meeting of the season was
Cerssr Mali
Wister Streets.
The paper, "The First Four Cape- enjoyed. Many new members were
tians," Miss Caroline Stanley, was welcomed and interesting plans for the
clearly and concisely given. The first whitey were discussed .The program
BE A BOOSTER!
topic was the "Rise of Chivalry,” by follows: Memories of tlie Festival,
TRADE AT HOME I
Miss Holbrook; and second, "Lyric Kathleen Singhl:
Prologue from
TAKB THB HOMB PAPER I
Poetry," by Mrs. Blaekington, both Pagliacei, Louis Gravetire, on Victor
helfig much enjoyed. Music added to record; piano duet, Ruy Bias, Mcn-

A sad tangle of life Lionel Stod
dard had made for himself, and reck
lessly submitted himself to the conse- >
quences in a desperate sort of way
when lie realized what a wreck he
had made of his career ami sought
to cast tlie responsibility of a wife lie
did not love upon his nioilier and sis
ters.
There wns no qualifying the stern,
sober truth. He had wavered and
wandered from the path of rectitude,
ignored tlie duties of a young man
with great opportunities to eieate a
successful career, had cut away from
home, had become an outcast ami then,
to justify himself, had placed all tlie
blame on his stepfather, John March.
The latter had married the widowed
mother of Lionel at forty. He was a !
man of wealth and position nnd hail
given Mrs. Stoddard, her two daugh
ters anil Lionel a truly regal home.
All that luxury could suggest was
tendered them, and Mr. Marcli was
proud of tlie family lie had adopted
until there came to tlie surface some i
of tlie reckless doings of his dissi
pated stepson. He bail at once cut
short his generous allowance and had
qhietly, hut firmly demanded reforma
tion, or he would banish Lionel from
the family circle and disown him for
all tlie future. What Lionel took for
high-spirited indignation on his own
part was really 1 lie perverted sullen
ness'of a mind filled witii distorted
ideas. Everywhere Lionel censured
nnd abused his stepfather.
‘He lias such a grand idea of his
social ami business prestige that he
treals me like some bootblack,” he
complained bitterly. "Well, I’ll pay
him off yet. I’ll take a pleasure in
pulling his ppnutl name down into the
dust," nnd never heeding tlie suffering
mil pleadings of ids broken-hearted
mother Lionel went to a wild western
district and abandoned himself to com
panionship with tlie roughest and
wickedest In a rude mining camp.
Lionel met and married Nctta
Druse. She was the daughter of the
most notorious outlaw and cattle rus
tier in the district. He wns shot down
in one of Ids raids and out of a pass
ing impulse of pity Lionel married the
hereased daughter. He regretted it
later. She was a sweet, innocent girl
of eighteen, and was all good where
her lather laid been ail bad, but lie
had caged iter up from all outside asociation and she was kept so igno
rant that she could not even write her
own name. Her great merit was her
sincere devotion for the man who had
wedded her. Lionel lived with her for
a month, wearied of her, told her he
had great prospects in another section
of tlie country that would take three
years to exploit, and sent her East,
witii a letter to his mWlier asking her
to care for her until,lie could recoup
himself financially.
He received a week later a letter
from his mother telling him that his
wife was made welcoiqe. Then Lionel
practically forgot all about her and
the old home ties, lie sought a new
environment, reformed and within two
years had made a fortune.
Lionel never thought of Netta save
as tlie uneducated girl she was. He
had taken a sort of malicious satisfac
tion in burdening his stepfather with
a guest who, while not at all uncouth,
was scarcely his equal socially. He
decided to go hack home, wondering
if his wife laid been happy in her new
environment.
In the meantime Mrs. March and
her daughters had learned to love the
friendless girl bride. They had at
once, with tlie consent and approba
tion of John March, seen to her.(plica
tion and she had become a peerless
being in educalion and refinement.
Much ns shi’ loved Lionel she received
him upon his return almost as a
stranger. She hnd not become worldly
wise but she determined that he should
win her back through true affection
or not nt all.
. “She Is my wife," lie told his moth
er. "Yet she seegis to forget the
fact.”
“Ntetnrally, after your long neglect,"
was tlie reply, “You love this new
Netta, my son, as T plainly see. Make
yourself worthy of her.”
Then real affection aroused all that
was better and higher in I.ionei Stod
dard. It was tlie patient labor of
weeks to convince Netta that he real
ly prized her now. Step by step they
came back to the old companionship,
only this time made lasting because
of tlie new love instilled into his na
ture.
It was a happy day for the entire
family when husband nnd wife ap
peared in harmony with the changed
spirit of a new birtli In an affection
that it had taken tlie years to develop
to its completeness.
And Lionel Stoddard wns proud of
tlie wife who, for his sake, had be
come an educated- and refined woman.
Ills equal, as also that of his mother
and sisters.

Reduction Sale
WE ARE TO PUT ON A BIG
STOCK REDUCING SALE

Commencing December 1
and continuing through the month of December. This
is a bona-fide sale, not a cut price affair, but
stricty to turn part of my big stock into
cash. This will be a wonderful time
to make your Christmas selec
tions. Goods on this sale are
partly as follows:
RUBBER GOODS, as Fountain and Bulb Syringes, Hot Water
Bottles, Etc.
CONFECTIONERY (Best Makers) Packages Only
STATIONERY (very fine quality)
TOILET PREPARATIONS, as
CREAMS
TALCUM POWDERS
ROUGES
COMPACTS
PERFUMES
TOILET WATERS
SOAPS

::: A Dig * Line of:::
TOILET SETS, BABY SETS, BRUSHES AND COMBS

Biggest Line of IVORY SETS East of Portland
to go at this sale
Also a Big Miscellaneous Line of Staple Goods
COME EARLY AND GET GOOD SELECTIONS

P. S.—THIS IS A STRICTLY CASH PROPOSITION

CORNER DRUG STORE

Store

422 MAIN ST., COR. LIMEROCK - - - ROCKLAND, MAINE

SALE DEC. 1’ 1921, TO JAN. 1, 1922
ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS

MICKIE SAYS
5
NA SEE . READERS, \YS UKt
YWS- tVRN VJEEK A XNHOLE
GANG OF SUBSCRtPYlONE COtAES
DUB *N \NE GOYYA. AU_ Yk' YtkAE
BE SEN01N OUT NOYtCES AN
(XNE OONT UKt T BE OUMHlbi'
OUR. FRIENDS ’td \F NAD JES
KEEP YRACK OF NER DAYE fXM'
RENEXM AY YHt PROPER Y\N\t W4 GOSH'. IT'D SAME US A
UOYYA YtNKE 'N YROUBt-E N M4E
MaQULD SURE BE OBLIGED 'N
EUERSYNING- '

NO WONDER
Ha—Do you
believe in love?
She—No.
Ha — Why
not?
She

—

I’m

married.

THREW HIM
OVER
What did you
give Grace for a
wedding
pres
ent? •
Why, I gave
her the groom.

A WIZARD.
c

I

<1

Judging a Poet.
There are lwo. ways of measuring a
poet, either by an absolute aesthetic
standard, or relatively to Ids position
ill (lie literary history of Ids country
and the conditions of his generation.
Both should be borne in mind as co
efficients in a perfectly fair judgment.
If his positive merit is to be settled
Irrevocably by the former, yet an in
telligent criticism will find its advan
tage not only in considering wliat lie
was, lint wliat, under tlie given cir
Church Bella Put to Odd Use.
A curious use of church bells was cumstances, it was possible for Him to
to announce the arrival at Derby of he.—James Kusseil Lowell.
tlie coacli bringing fish from London.
Each belfry as the coach passed would
take up the news and pass It on. In
many English parishes the shriving
bell used to he rung the morning of
Shrove Tuesday to' remind the faitli
You want the best—Ar
ful to confess before Lent. This has
range
to have the Boston
now changed Its name to "Pancake
hell." In Northamptonshire the bell Globe in your home every
va* muffled on one side,with leathei
day in the year. The Globe,
md was known as the “Paiihtirn hell.

understand
he's one of your
captains
of
finance?
A captain?
He's a majorgeneral. He even
understands thor
oughly the sys
tem his wife has
in running th*
house.

TIME TO RE
DRESS.
Would-be-Sultor (Nervously): I
—I am afraid I
am seeing too
much of you-—
Debutante
(Decollette and)
greatly
embar
r a s a e d 1 — Ex
ease me for a few •
minutes please.

fc&tftobeiiv.

;eJ0>Ur'

Stationer
Social

Don’t “Procrastinate” Read Our Advertisements
^-Afid Profit by Jhera

Tho Unexpected.

“John," said the man’s wife, frank
ly, “it is time for us to have an under
standing about money matters. Now
about my gowns and hats. I have en
tirely too much to wear; I can’t pos
sibly wear them all. and——”
But with a mad shriek he had
plunged headlong out the sixth-story
window to the street It was that
much too much.—Richmond 'Times
-xrURiwwT—-r

it*

Daily and Sunday, is the |
newspaper made for every j
member of the family. Are [
you reading the Uncle Dud
ley Editorials in the Boston
Daily and Sunday Globe?
Order the Boston Globe reg
ularly from your newsdealer
or newsboy.

Mrs. D. O. Smiley is spending
Thanksgiving week with relatives In
I In- Southern part of the State.
-Miss Martha Allen lias closed her
house and gone lo Waltham for the
winter.
Mrs. Clara Baehelder is staying witii
her cousin, Alda Steele on Rankin
street.
Lunetta Wiley has closed her house
and is visiting relatives in Massachu
setts.
George Quinn has a mangled linger
which has put a stop to his heavy
carpenter work for a while, but still
allows him to chore round, banking
the house and doing odd Jobs about
home.
One of the progressive young farm
ers not ,a tliousund miles from tho
mountain Is thinking of taking out u.
patent on a new fangled milking ma
chine which hts mother discovered a
few days ago. It seems he has eight
young pigs which have been running
loose during the day and retiring at
night in a pile of straw in one end of
tlie burn. When the lady of the house
siepped into tlie barn one morning
Iasi week the pigs awoke and all came
running toward her, but swerved aside
Win n quite near and disappeared be
hind tin- cows, where like children in
mischief, they all became suddenly
anil mysteriously silent. The lady
followed them to investigate and there
sin- found them getting their break
fast from the cows, tine cow had four
pigs attached to her fountain of sup
ply while the other four had taken
possession of the remainder of tho
herd and all were blissfully happy, tho
cows appanqitly enjoying the unusual
experience as mush as the pigs. The
fanner however raised objections and
now tin- liigs are not running loose
any more Hut have a home of their
own whose walls are tight, strong and
high.

, FHE COURIER-GAZrr.C

ROCKLAND

MAINE

Let Us Suggest a Monument or a Headstone
that fills the requirements of your cemetery plot. We are pre
pared to do first class work at a reasonable price and will fur
nish any kind of Granite or Marble you desire. We have several
Barre Monuments which could bo erected in a short time.
GIVE US A CALL AND INSPECT OUR WORK

WILLIAM

E.

DORNAN

&

SON

GRANITE AND MARBLE DEALERS
EAST UNION. ME.

■,.*.«
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Rheumatism Grows

IMMBONE’S meditations

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peterson, sons
Worse If Neglected
Cobb and Clarence of Rockland, and
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Peterson and
It is a Uric Acid Trouble.
family were guests of Capt. and Mrs.
Tl makes its presence known by
Frank Peterson Thursday.
local aches and pains, inflamed
joints and stiff muscles but can
Herbert Ingraham was at home from
not be permanently relieved by
Bowdoin College to spend Thanksgiv
local applications.
Its cause is
ing with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
constitutional and it must have
Enos E. Ingraham.
constitutional treatment.
Take
Miss Hattie Aborn of Camden has
Hood's Sarsaparilla, which cor
been spending the week at Charles F.
Collins’.
rects the acid condition of the
Rev. and Mrs. Andrew Young were
blood on which the disease' de
guests of Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweepends ; makes you feel young again.
die In Rockland Thanksgiving Day.
“Three doctors said I could not
Tuesday. Nov. 29, is the date of the
be cured of rheumatism, but at 64
Eastern Star Fair, which will be held
T am still alive, well and strong,
on the evening of that date at the Ma
thanks to the yearly use of Hood’s
sonic Hall. There will be a free en
Sarsaparilla.
There is nothing
tertainment and sale of food and fancy
better for rheumatism.’’
C. E.
articles.
Goodrich,
Bolivar,
Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. William Daflcett and
family and Mr. and Mrs. Everett E.
Libby were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
UNION
Forrest Daucett in Camden Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Walmsley and
Union High School Notes—Speech
daughter Eleanor of Bangor were
week was observed at the school. The
guests of Mrs. Walmsley's mother, Mrs.
Sarah Buzzell in Simonton over results of the campaign are most
gratifying. People in general seem
Thanskgiving.
Charles Collins has been spending interested in the movement which is
a few days in Belfast.
nation wide. Of course Better Speech
Marshall E. Reed and son John
has a definite place in the year’s pro
Frederick of Roxbury, Me., have been
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman gram, but Good English week is an op
portunity to bring into the daily rou
Weed this week.
Chester Carver was at home from tine of school life the freshness of
New Castle to spend Thanksgiving. I vision of adequate self-expression.
Mrs. Genie LaFolley left Wednesday I Special features each day were in
for Norfolk Downs, Mass., where she order. The posters made by members
of the classes are receiving most fav- 1
will spend the winter with her son, orable comment and are attracting no
Theodore LaFolley.
little attention. Slogans usually ac
Mr. and Mrs. Williiam F. Upham companied by symbols or pictures
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. from magazines were used for some of
Ingraham Thursday.
them. The prize ones were made by
Mrs. Sophia G. Amsbury of Los An Florence Gath, Everson Overlook and
geles, Calif., who has been spending Paul Harriman. Overlock's was a
several months in town, left last week printed notice as follows:
to visit her sister, Mrs. Harry Miller
November, 6, 1921
in Hartford, Conn. Mrs. Nettie Shep
herd, who is located in Hartford for NATIONAL AMERICAN SPEECH
the winter was also the guest of Mrs.
WEEK
Miller Thanksgiving Day.
Grover Carver of Boston has been A Drive Which Asks For No Money
But Urges You To Increase Your
the guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Own Capital. How?
Chester Carver, this week.
Improve your speech. Harriman’s
Miss Eva Grotton was at home from
Martinsville to spend Thanksgiving was a black and white drawing of
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Lincoln's head with this legend, "Can
you imagine him saying I ain't.’ No
Grotton.
you certainly cannot. You have ten
fold the educational advantages that
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmons of Lincoln had. Profit by them. Im
Port Clyde are guests of Mr. and Mrs. prove your English."
Miss Gath’s was a drawing in colors
L. H. Morrill.
Mrs. Clara Clifton of Rockland, of three owls on the branch of a tree 1
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey and Mrs. with this verse:
"Beware of your English,
Cacildia Cain were guests of Mrs. Net
Vou Union Highs.
tie Lane Thursday.
As we are all waiting
Electric lights have recently been
Like three English spies."
installed in the residences of Z. Smith,
Original playlets and dialogues were
Mrs. Josephine Bohndpli, R. E. B. written by the juniors and read in the
Shibles, Fred W. Shibles and Fred F. class. Of the best of these one entit
led “The Penalty” by Rose Edwards
Shibles on Beech Street.
Miss Nellie Harmon was entertained described certain persons who resist
Thanksgiving Day at the home of Mrs. ing speech improvement, are deprived
by public opinion, of the power of
D. S. Kent.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Small were speech. Comical results ensue. Fi
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Hall nally persons afflicted realize the value
of better speech and, repenting are
in Glen Cove Thursday.
another “Good
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar S. Bohndell and restored to speech;
son Henry were guests at the home of English in the Store" by Mabel Ayer.
his mother, Mrs. Josephine Bohndell, The head of the department and his
assistants puzzle over on order not
Thursday.
At the Methodist church Sunday clearly expressed, and in the end he
morning. Rev. A. F. Leigh will take must telegraph for an explanation. He
for his subject, "The Value of Man.” notes the cost of the telegram.
Thursday was tag day.
The tags
A special invitation is extended to all
were made by the primary children.
men to be present. There will be two
Six of the Seniors having the highest
special selections by the choir. The
rank in English were given tags and
subject of the evening service will be were permitted to tag anyone, who
“God and Reconstruction.” A hearty made any of the prescribed blunders.
welcome is extended to all.
You may know that even the teachers i
Adelbert L. Corson of Prospect and were on uneasy street and were tag
Miss Jessie C. Page of Rockport were ged. The program closed with a mock
married Thursday evening, Nov. 24, trial of bad English given 1»- the
at the home of the bride’s mother, Mrs. freshmen.
O. E. Page. The ceremony was per
Everybody went to our supper last •
formed at 8 o’clock by Rev. Andrew week, so there will be no difficulty in (
Young of the Baptist Church in the obtaining the information you want,,
presence of only the immediate rela but we wish to say a hearty “Thank
tives. After the ceremony a luncheon you" to all who helped us.
was served. Mr. and Mrs. Corson
The long looked for Chautauqua has
will remain in Rockport for the pres come and gone, but will not soon be
ent and the best wishes of their many forgotten by the students, Three days
friends are extended to them.
of instruction and amusement! We arc
The usual services will be held at all looking forward to next year about
the Baptist church next Sunday morn this time, can you guess why?
ing and evening. Sunday School at
12 o’clock. The subject of the even
All next week Arthur Lamb will
ing service will be "Fragments."
Mr. and Mrs. Hollie Bennett and clean and press ladies' and gents’
daughter Helen of Camden spent suits for ?1- Telephone 69J, Rockland
Thanksgiving Day with Mrs. Ben —adv.
nett’s aunt, Mrs.Florence Knight.
All next week Arthur Lamb will
clean and press ladies’ and gents’
suits for Jl. Telephone 69J, Rockland.
You Know What You Are Doing
—adv.

Other People Nay Not
All taxes on real estate not paid
by Dec. 16 will be advertised for sale.
I will be in the oflice Dee. 13 and 16
afternoon.
W. A. Paul, Col.
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For tea and coffee contain thein and caffeine.
These are drugs as any doctor can tell you.
They are known to irritate the nervous system
by their action and to cause restlessness and
insomnia, which prevent the proper recuperation
of the vital forces.

If you want to be at your best, capable of
doing the very best work that lies in you, why
not stop drinking tea and coffee? Drink Postum,
the rich, satisfying beverage made from scienti
fically roasted cereals.

Postum contain^ absolutely no drugs of
any kind, but in flavor tastes much like rich
coffee. It helps nerve and brain structure by
letting you get sound restful sleep.
Postum comes in two forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
made by boiling for 20 minutes.

Ask your grocer for Postum. Sold everywhere.

Postum for Health
“There’s a Reason”
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The Reading Hour
How many mothers read to their children
before they go to bed? It’s a practice
that has a wonderful influence on their
future—an obligation that brings re
ward to both parent and child.

MEDUNCOOK
Mrs. Lizzie Cushman spent Saturday
land Sunday with her daughter at
(Friendship.
Miss Lulu Simmons visited friends
| In Friendship and Goose River last
week.
She also making a trip to
| Rockland to see the oeculist.
Oscar Davis of South Waldoboro
| called on John Morse recently.
The Meduncook postmaster is on
| duty again after a three weeks' vaca
tion spent with friends and relatives
in Massachusetts and reports a most
delightful trip to historic Plymouth
| Rock.
Miss Nellie Carter of Friendship is
| visiting her sister, Mrs. Ruth Prior, at
| the pound.
Ivan Morse has his new motor boat
| In running order at last, and is now
busy seeking out the unchartered
rocks in the neighborhood. He has
| had great success so far.
Harvey Braun is putting up a new
| building at The Spruces, Mr. Thomp
son's summer home. We understand
that it is to be used to house the
I tractor and other farm tools.
Miss Lettie Simmons spent Sunday
| with Mrs. Jennie Chadwick at Friend
ship.

RANCES
BUILT

Start a library for your children—teach
them to keep their books in place—in a
Globe-Wemicke Sectional Bookcase.

Begin with a few sections and, as the books
increase, add more sections. You pay
no more per section for one than for a
dozen sections.
No mistake can be made in buying GlobeWemicke Sections, for the grown man can get
additions to the case started for him as a child.
«

'> LG ■ ’

Dust-proof glass receding doors protect the
books in every section and the cases are beauti
fully finished in oak or mahogany to match
surroundings.

Ask for catalog with full information.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
361 Main St., Rockland, Me.
We are sole agents for the famous GLENWOOD

RANGES and PIPELESS FURNACES.

Courteous

salesmen will help you in every possible way to make

the best selections.

BAKE

L. Marcus
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND

Kaibab Plateau and Forest Will Be
Opened to Tourists Some Time
Thia Summer.

The suspension bridge over the ColoI rndo river in the Grand canyon is prac
tically completed. Late thl^ summer It
will be possible to ride from El Tovar
on the south rim of the stupendous
chasm, to the Kaibab plateau, on the
| north rim.
The bridging of the Granite gorge
I of the Colorado opens up a new won
derland in the Grand Canyon National
park. From the Kaibab plateau,
which averages 1,000 feet above the
better known south rim of the canyon,
new and amazing panoramas are pre| sented.
The completed bridge will be 420
feet along the roadway, with a span
I of 500 feet from center to center of
.the bearings. The two main steel
I cables are placed about ten feet apart
and anchored to the canyon walls 80

to

FURNITURE COMPANY

STONINGTON

BRIDGE OVER GRAND CANYON

Glo be-Wernicke
Sectional Bookcases

RANGE

e
You not only reduce the cost of
living but insure best baking results
" with the least amount of labor

CopyngLL 1921 by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.

Your stove taken in exchange—Easy Terms

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs, A. F. Elwell is at Knox Hospi
tai.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Mann spent
Thanksgiving at St. George, the guests
of her sister. Mrs. J. A. Gilchrist and
Jamlly.
Mrs. Helen Rackliff and children of
South Thomaston spent Thanksgiving
with her brother H. S. Harlow and
children.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Burton enter
tained her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Wall and her brother and sister Alton
and Frances at Thanksgiving dinner.
W. M. Grant was a business visitor
in Rockland Wednesday and took din
ner with her cousin, Mrs. T. E. Wiley.
E. V. Shea got 20 bushels of herring
in his weirs recently.
I Ltland Mann assistant at Two Bush
Light has received the appointment
;
as keeper and Leroy Elwell transferred
to Indian Island Light, Rockport. Mr.
Conners, assistant, is to come from
Petit Manan. Congratulations to all.
School closed here Wednesday after [
a very successful term taught by Miss
Emma Stackpole of Georges River
Road.
Mrs. H. Alvah Harris was called
home from Boston Monday by the
serious illness of her mother, Mrs.
A. F. Elwell.
Capt. Will Kalloch, schooner Catawanteag, sailed from here Monday
morning for Boston.

of sections of railroad Iron set In the
rock with concrete.
Hanging galvanized steel cables,
clamped to the main lines above, carry
the wood floor of the bridge. A sevenfoot wire meshing Is strung along the
sides ns a protection for animals and
pedestrians.
The bridge Is 00 feet above the river
In normal flow and 13 feet above the
highest known water mark In June
floods. This Is the only bridging of
the Colorado above Needles, Cal., 300
miles to the south by river curve, as
you “step it off" on the map.—Harriet*
Chalmers Adams In National Geo
graphic Magazine.

Advertising Is the Cultivation
That Makes Business Grow

SLOAN’S RELIEVES
NEURALGIC ACHES
OR forty years Sloan's Liniment

been the quickest relief for
Fhas
neuralgia, sciatica and rheuma
tism,! ired muscles, lame backs, sprains
and strains, aches and pain3.
Keep Sloan’s hendy and apply freely,
Kitkout rubbing, at the first twinge.
It cases and brings comfort surely
and readily. You’ll find it dean and
non-skin-staining.
Sloan’s Liniment is pain’s enemy.

Ask your neighbor.
At all druggists—35c, 70c, <1.40.

Sloa
x
Liniment tea
iltops
w
Roubles j

The tortur* of .kin itch
willquiekly be relieved by
applying before retiring,
Dr.HobK>n'>EezemaOintment. One of Dr. Hobaoo'a
------------------Family Remedies.

V_Dr.Hobsonfc
USE

ACCO ASPIRIN
TABLETS
For Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Head
ache, Earache, etc. At all druggists.
121-tf

WILL -BUILD “SACRED WAY”

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

1

If you are accustomed to drinking tea or
coffee with your meals or between meals, you
may be loading yourself with a very great handi
cap. Your nervous system may be stimulated
beyond what is natural for you.

FOLKS

JAIL LOCKED AHMS WlD
Ia PO-LICEMAN EN COMES

140-141

In order to do your best work, you must be
healthy. You must sleep soundly at night, your
nerves must be strong, steady and under perfect
control.

JES' NACHULLY

IMENNY

Tell Them Through an Advertise
ment In This Paper.

The Key to Success Is Work—
There Is no Substitute for It!

Every-Other-Day

MARTINSVILLE
The Ladies' Circle met , with Mrs.
Jerome Jon< s on Thursday and elected
the following officers for the ensuing
year: President. Mrs. Frank Wiley;
vice president, Mrs. M. E. Hupper;
1 secretary. Mrs. M. E. Wheeler; treas
urer, Mrs. Jerome Jones; superintenI dent of work, Mrs. T. B. Harris; com
mittee on location, Mrs. William Har
ris.
Montfort Hupper left Monday for
Rowell, Mass., where he has employ
ment on the Coast Guard Station.
Fred Smith and Henry Prosper of
Fall River, Mass., are guests of Mr.
, and Mrs. Nelson Gardiner. Mr. Smith
is a cousin of Mrs. Gardiner.
Mrs. Stephen Gardner and Misses
j Muriel and Evelyn Hooper spent
Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs.
Llewellyn Gardner.
William Harris and family were
guests of J. W. Hupper Thanksgiving
day.
Miss Alice Hodgdon of Hampden is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Joel Hupper.
Mrs. Stephen Gardner is at her son

Player
Piano Rolls

Republic Rolls
REDUCED

Q. R. S. Rolls
EVERYTHING

V. F. STUDLEY
Headquarters for
Brunswick Phonographs
and Records
125tf

Nelson's after spending several weeks
with Mrs. Rosiler Bachelder.
Mr. and Mrs. Jennie Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Bryant and Miss Dunning were
entertained at Thanksgiving dinner at
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Gardner’s.
Mrs. Celeste Harris. Mrs. M. E.
Wheeler, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Keene spent Thanksgiving with Mr,
and Mrs. William Barter.
Mrs. Joel Hupper, Mrs. Alice Hodg
don and Harold Hupper were guests
of Mrs. Fred Balano, Port Clyde,
Thanksgiving.

Wall of Dragons of Pekin.
The dragon screen of Pekin is hid
den behind a hillock in the winter pal
ace grounds.
It Is a wall perhaps
20 feet high and 100 long, faced
completely with tile cast to represent
nine large-size dragons In has relief,
of various colors—yellow, purple, buff,
maroon, orange—dancing gayly above
emerald billows against a pale blue
sky. Most sculptured Chinese dragons
are lifeless, angular beasts; but here
there is an almost un-Chinese vigor
ami audacity ia the spring and twist
of the lithe bodies. They lenp, whirl,
lunge, and writhe until the spectator
steps back, half afraid that they will
come tumbling off the screen, striking
at the unwary with their sturdy claws.
There are. 1 believe, critics who teach
that plastic art should never under
take to portray moments of activity.
If this lie correct, (lie dragons stand
condemned; lint If the sculptor may
ever rightly give us life in its vivid,
moving moments, here is a master
piece.—Exchange.
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office end
examine style*
If you already bare a plat*
ering h in and let us print you card* in latest
Hz*. THE COUBIEB-GAZETTB.
|-tf

France’s Idea for Memorial to the
Fallen Soldiers of All Nations
la Beautiful.

The French have a happy Instinct of
doing the right thing where sentiment
is concerned; they have a sense of
rightness In these things where we
sometimes blunder. Wherever one goes
In England there may be seen me
morials of the Boer war that leave
much to be desired; perhaps that la
why the memorials of the great war
are so much better. And about the
cenotaph has grown up, become estab
lished, a custom that will live; It Is
rare to see a man pass that impressive
monument in Whitehall without raising
his hat in token of respect.
The members of the French and for
eign press met recently at the mayoral
offices of the Bar le Due for the pur
pose of creating a committee of the nllied press in connection with the pro
posal to erect, In Bar le Due, the start
ing point of the “Sacred Way," an arc
de trlomplie In memory of the obscure
soldiers of all nations and races who
died In the defense of right and liber
ty. The “Sacred Way” Is a long and
picturesque route, starting at Bar le
Due and ending at Verdun. This way
Is regarded as the route that gave vic
tory, the only one which remained free
and by which the Verdun front was
kept supplied with food, guns and mu
nitions.

Bamboo Serves All Purposes.
The first thing a farmer docs In
China Is to plant round three sides at
least of the site of his house a bam
boo fence or grove, the second to cut
It down gradually, and therefrom
make every conceivable thing he may
want, from the house Itself down to
his fan, opium-pipe and chop-sticks.

Evolution of the Harp.
The modern harp has been evolved
from types found among the Eg.vi>
Hans, Assyrians, Hebrews and various
Celtic nations. No doubt the harp
originated In the archery of olden
times, and the twang of tie released
how atri ng.

CLARIONS MEET THE NEW STANDARDS
OF EFFICIENCY
Being so thoroughly made
they conserve

LABOR, TIME
and FUEL

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
BANGOR, MAINE
Established 1839

Sold by VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.
In Rockland and Thomaston

Ten deriLus ciou s
“String

Beans”
Ready io serve.
The veiy. nicest
are labeled

BRANS
ftT3IN6Z.ESS

1^/
/

CRANBERRY BRANS

Wise wrvea end good grocers know that HATCHET
BRAND means only first quality;a little better than
any other best.

TheTwitchell -Champlin Co.

B oston &Port land
HATCHET BRAND

COFFEE-One good cup deserve? &,coupi$

